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INTRODUCTIOlf

INTROWCTION
When Ken tuclq became a Sta,te on June 1,
1792, this fact did not revolutioni.e her preoarious
position in the West.

She still suffered fro.

Indian hostilities and she still demaaded the free
navigation of the Mississippi in order to have an
outlet for her produce.

The failure of the 'ederal

Government to oorrect theBe troubles oaused it to
lose prestige in the frontier state and oreated a
disoontent in KentuCky whioh was later refleoted in
her many aotivities.
While Western Amerioa was confused over her
own "rights" and "grievances," it is no wonder that

Kentuckians showed an overwhelming wave of enthuaiasm over the success of the french Revolution and
the new frenoh Republic which claimed to champion
liberty everywhere.

Thus, when Iranoe turned her

thought tor&rd Louisiana and the possibility of
regaining part of her colonial glor~ and sent
Charles Edmond Genet to the United states to liberate
Louisiana from the Spanish rule With the promise of
opening up the Milsissippi, Kentuoky became her

1. turner, J. J., riGenet's Instructions on Louisiana
and the Floridas." Amerioan Historical Review,
Vol. III (1898), p. 461.

------~--.-----

---------

ii
willing al17.

In August, 1793, Kentuokians organized

Demooratio Societies similar to the one prev1oua17
oreated in Philadelphia which was patterned after the
Jaoobin Club a of paris, FranD e.

!he Xentuoq

sooieties were defiant in the ring of their resolutions "that the right of the people on the waters of
the Mississippi to the navigation thereof, be
undoubted and demanded of Spain by the GoTernmen t of
the United Statea. nl
!hat this great drama disolosing the J'renoh
scheme against Louisiana &lhould

80

olosely depend

upon the actions of KentuCky is interesting, but
that Kentuokians should depend upon themselves to get
the MiSSiSSippi, Without the aid of Franoe i8 equal17
so.

It is the purpose of this theais to relate cir-

oumstanoes pertaining to the Mi.sissippi Question
between 1793 and 1803 and to show what attempts
Kentucky made during these years to free the navigation
of the river.

1. kentuoky GaB.tte, Mi7 31, 1794.

CHAPTER I
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SCHEMES AGAINST LOUIStlB1
GENET' S ARRIVAL

BEFORE

I

!
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CHAPTER I

JRENCH SCHEMES AGAINST LOUI8IA1&
BEfORE GEIET'S ARRIVAL
Jrom the Tiewpoint of fore! gn relations and
partioularly of the maintenance and expanaion of the
territorial basis of the United states, the three
years 1'93-1'95 are oritical ones in Amerioan history.
One of the gravest dangers of the period. however. bas
probably not received the attention its importance warrants;
for Genet'. personal enthusiasm and the crystallisation of
hi. Demooratic Soeieties have perhapa conaealld the real.
purpoae of his com1ngto America.

He was instructed to

enliat the American frontiersmen in freeing Spain's
American colonies in much the ,ame way as the Jrenoh
arm:1e. in Ewope were "freeing" European countries from
monarchical rule.

Jrance sent this would-be missionary

into fertile field to

801f

hi. seed, for D8lQ' Xentuckians

still resented the power that olo .. d the Mississippi to
their products.
Long before Genet sailed for Amerioa in 1793,
I'rance lad t

urM d

her thought toward Louisiana and the

po.sibi1ity of regaining a part of her colonial glory.1
However, durIng the .&.merican Revolution, 'ranoe see.4

1. !irner, I. J., WGenet's Instructions On LOulsIina and
fhe Jloridaa,· Amerioan Historioal ReTiew, vol. III
(1898), p. 651.

-

oontent to work for American independenoe and the
recover1 of European power through the humbling of
England. l nan Louis XVI came to the French throne
in 17'14., he chose as his Chief M1nister the aged
Count de Maurepas, but the SeoretarJship of state
for Foreign Affairs was conferred upon the Count de
Vergennes Who largely determined and directed Frenoh
polio1 during the period of the American Revolution.
From the first Vergeme.' efforts were direoted to the
restoration of French prestige whioh had not been
reoOTered from the reverses of the Seven Years War.

8

The 'renoh Ministera of the time did not believe in the
permanellOe of t~e Colonies. 3

fhere was ample evidence

to juatify Vergennes' oonclua1on that the disruption of
the Brit ish Empire Would be the surest means of restoring
French prestige.

He strove B1noerel1, therefore, to

establiSh the complete independence of the United states
and in this purpose he never wavered." His interest in
Louisiana was mere11 incidental. to thi8 ambitious pelic7.
When Vergennes came into power, oon41 tions in

i. corwfii, I. I., Iren&l Po1101 and the liD&rloan nilame,
Princeton (1916), p. 40.
8.

3.

4.

Wharton, F., Diplomatic Correspondence of the Auar1can
Re"fDlution, 6 YOls. (tas htiii ton , GOverniinOrlnting
of!loe) (1889) , Vol. I, Chapter IV.
Corwin, .QR.•. Cit., p. 9.
Phillips-;-F. -0., fhe Weat In !he D11lomao~ of the I.meri.!!! R8'VOlu tiOIl, U'rDaiii''I'9D'):PP. u , 2 2-;-'"2nr.

3

America had taken a more serious turn and he was
convinced that a rupture was at hand,
a secret agent of his own.

80

he sent over

Bonvouloir, the man

chosen for this mission, was a soldier of distinction
who had 'Yisited America before and claimed to know
many public men.

He was instructed to assure Ameri-

cans that France had no designs on Oanada, an4 that
her only in tereat in the movement for independence 1&,.
in the establishment of commercial relations. l Earl;r
in Maroh, 1776, Bonvouloir'a first report was received,

and it oonvinced Vergennes that the time had come to
lend secret aid and encouragement to Americans.
arch 12, Vergennes submitted to the King

8

On

long memoir

entitled "Oonsiderations on the Affairs of the 1Dg1ish
Colonies of Americ.,· which helped to win the approval
of the ~g in the cause of the American Re~lution.2
Hoping to use Louisiana as a base for sanding aid to the
Americans, J'ranoe .ent agents through the Colon,. in 1776
to observe possibilities of rebellion. S ·Sinoe 1779, the
inhabitants of Louisiana had made secret o'Yartures to the

1. Wharton,
8.

3.

1-

~. cit., p. 418.
stevens, Y; C:;-,acsimiles of ~nuscripts in EUropean
Archive. Relatii! to l1iierica, 1'0. 1316 - LOndon
1889-1a9s - Qu08d1n Lyon, E. Wilson, Louisiana and
!rench DiPlomac
Oklahoma Press (1934), p. 67. --Beila, S.~., P ncknel'B Treatz, Baltimore, Johns
Hopkins Press (1926), p. 123.

t,

4

Frenoh Minister at Philadelphia aSking Franoe to
recover the Province.

The Frenoh Government bad tur.ae4

• deaf ear to such entreatie s and seemed to have onl;,.
oommeroial interests in Louisiana.- l The future of
Louisiana was not direotly involved in the peaoe
negotiations of 1782-83, although some anthorities
think Vergennes hoped to procure Louisiana for Iranoe
and to extend the boundaries of the Colony to the
Alleghanie •• !

!he first important French offioial who

i8 definitely known to have enVi8aged the reoover;,. of
Loui8iana was necnare FrancoiS Elie Mou8tier, who
represented Franoe in the United State8 from 1787 to
1789.

MOustier prepared a 330 page memoir for the Frenoh

Foreign office and forwarded thi8 report to MOntmor in ,
the Minister for Foreign AffairS, on M*roh 10, 1789.

3

The Minister had made an effort to colleot the latest
information ooncerning the attitude of individuals who
lived in Louisiana.

Be piotured a proeperou8 Colony,

but one Whioh was oapable of far greater development.
He 8aid that Americans wi8hed to 8ee Louisiana in the
hands of a great maritime power like France Whioh had both
Ships and gpOd8 for 8upplying commercial needs.

i

". 1. Liln, I. Ilison, p • cIt., p. 66.

Political

Turner, F. J., °T e polloy of France Toward the Missi8Sippi Valle,. in the Period of Washington and Adams,·
American Historical ReView, Vol. X (1905), pp. 250, 253.
lote: !Urner was reiying upon the Memoire Politique et
Historique sur la Louisiana (parIs, 1ao!).
-tormeriy atirI'buted to 'ergennes,. but which
Corwin shows is a forger,.
3. 1.7on,.22.!..Q!.h, p. 60.

2.

1_--

~~----~--~----~-~~~------~-

6

reasons, MOustier felt, should prompt a Frenoh
reoovery of Louisiana.

With the Colony in Frenoh

hands. Ne.. Orleans would become a complement to
St. Domingo and the French oould aLternate their.
troops between the two posts.

If France desired

she could separate the western from the eastern
American states and unite them to Louisiana - thus
this would be a great barrier for Spain. l fbis memoir
is of cardinal importance in the history of French
opinion on Louisiana.

It is. the first serious

suggestion by a responaible official that France
recover her former Col0D7. 2
HOwever, the intimate relations of France and
Spain were ended by the overthrow of Louis XVI in
1792. Which destroyed the lam11y Compact.

hence even

suggested a joint attsCk with Great Britain on the
Spanish Colonies. 3

In

the anticipation of war with

her former ally, the revolutionary Mlnistry of .rance
began preparations for attacking Spain overseas.
Daring the summer of 1792, Dumouriez, then
Minister of Foreign AffairS, reoeived several letters

1.
2.

3.

fU~er, I. J., Editor, ·Correspondence of 'rench
Ministers," Report of American Historical Association,
Vol. I (1903), p. 5617
Lyon,~. Cit., p. 65.
furner, OR.. Cit., p. 10.

encouraging the conquest of Louisiana.

Sayre,

Pereyrot, and Beaupoils all wrote him stating that
inhabitants of LOUi8iana were enthusiastic for the
cause of France and that western Americans were
eager to attack Spain in order to aecure an outlet
for their products. l Captain Gilbert Imlay, an
ADarican from Kentucq, presented several memoirs to
the Minister of Foreign Affairs telling him of tne
commercial and strategic importance of Louisiana to
France and her West Indian islands.

An expedition

against LouiSiana, Captain Imlay believed, co1ll.d be
carried out by France for 750,000 livres, but he
added that if this were too great an

exp~ndi

ture,

Genet should. be left to his disoretion to find men in
the West to undertake the expedition at their own risk.
"ThiS," he declared, -Will.be entirely possible if
they are assured that Franoe will furnish aSSistance
in the Mississippi question."

8

Adventuresome ADerioans living in Louisiana
wrote to the French Government suggesting various plans.
Pierre Lyonnet, a former resident of New Orleans,
thought Louisiana should be joined to the United states.

1. *Plan for Revolution in LoUisiana (Aroh1ves de.
I.

Affaires Etrangeres, E8pagne)~ American Historical
AssociatiQn Report, Vol. I (1896), pp. 954, 966.
filay, Qllbert, "ileQ)ir of Louisiana (ArchiTes dea
Affaires Etrangerea)," ADerican Historical Review,
Vol. III (189S), pp ••91, 491.

'I

Six persons, he thought, should be sent to Philadelphia and prooeed to Kentuoky, on the pretext of
buying lands, but really to arrange matters in the
West.

He recommended Tardiveau a8 able to suggest

useful men in Kentucky and he wrote "at the head of
these filibusterers of the woods, mnst be placed
General Clark who in the late war took Vincennes,
among other posts.

His name alone is worth hosts,

and there is no American who has not oonfidenoe in
him." ABong the expenses he noted that mnoh must be
spent for drink "for Americans only talk of war ViBa-vis with a l)owl. ,,1
In the :fall cf 1792, an anonymous draft was

sent to LellruJl, tlfen J4:lnister of Foreign Affairs.

It

explained exactly how France should proceed against
Louisiana.

fhis writer told Lebrun that he hoped it

was not in vain to try to interest the French Government in the recoTe17 of LouiSiana and referred to a
previous memoir he had sent to Lebrun containing his
views.

He said that the Louisiana projeot was easy to

oarry out, oWing to the weakness of the garrisons (not
over 1600 men were here, he believed) and the temper
of the French inhabi tant8.

His idea was to send three

1. ·Pierre L70nnet i s conit!erations on LOuisiana,·
Amerioan Historical Review, Vol. III (1898),
pp. 496, SOo.

8

or four French military men, inolua1ng Lyonnet, to
Philadelphia; to send an emissary byway of Philadelphia
to Bew Orleans; to give Genet the powers conoer.ning the
emploJm8nt of these oomDdssions and charge him with the
responsibility of the expedition; and to send relOlutionar,r agent8 to Kentucky, to the colonies of Marietta and
Scieto and Cumberland. prom.18ing full navigation of the
Misai8sippi.

He would give the expedition the guise e:f

a filibustering raid in order to avoid compromising the
government of XSntucky. and he advised that General
Wilkinson be made oommander-in-ohief of the whole

pro~eot.

The emissaries were to assemble 500 men at different
points on the Ohio. brought together by hope of booty
and of confiscated lands.

To cover these proceedings.

they were to take the appearance of an upedi tion against
the Indians.

He suggested that the commander-in-chief be

empowered to make a treaty of alliance between Franoe and
Louisiana.
livres.

The total e:xpense he reckoned at 400.900

He developed the argument that nature bad destined

a separation of the .est. and that Congress was rel uotant
to seoure the navigation of the Mississippi from Bpain.
lest thi8 separation be facilitated.

Genet ought to 80UDl

out t-he diSPORi tion of the leaders of the government
regarding the union of Louisiana" with the United states.
~e

envoy &hould speak of this merely

88

desirable. and

9

should diepose them to receive With satisfaction the
news of French sucoess.

By attributing the e:!pedi tioll

to the disquietude of Yrench settlers

011

the SCioto,

Genet would enable the government to disavow the
expedition and save the neutrality of the United states.
He said he thought that the expedition should ignore
the United states and the oooperating force should be
found in Kentuoky and along the Ohio; and he named
among thoae whoae aid was desirable, Wilkinson, Tardiveau and Breckenridge.

He left the future relations of

Louisiana to be settled by the situation of

~rance

after

peace, but he expressed opposition to uniting it With
the United States.
with the

The whole plan was fully detalled

of what was to happen to Louisiana
after she was freed. l
exceptio~

Lebl'\1.Jl was conB1dering the probability of a war
with Spain when Miranda, the famous Venezuelan adVenturer,
arrived in Prance in 1792 with plana for revolutionistnc
Sianish America.

Be found the gOTernment greatly
interested in his schemes. 2 "Desiring to mainta1n peace

with Spain, he (Lebrun) negotiated officially at Madrid
through Bourgolng, for a Simultaneous disarmament.

1. wPlan for Revolution in Louisiana (lrchlves des
2.

He

Affaire. Etrangeres) I" f!!ort ~rioan Historioal
Association, Vol. I 18
pp. 94S, 962.
i~hir, I. J., "Genet'. A tack on Louisiana and the
Ploridas,· !Derioan Historical Review. Vol. III
(1898), p. 666.

10

heped that Spain would consent to it in the intereat
of the

K1ng~

But in oase she should show herself

recaloitrant, Lebrun provided means of ooouP7ing her
elaewhere.- l On November 5,1792, Lebrun asked the
Seoretary of the Bavy for acce8s to doouments on
Louisiana and 'lorida. saying that they were
greatest value to him.

o~

fhase papers were never found,

but Lebrun deoided to use Miranda's advioe, limit the
projeot to the Spanish Co1onie8 of Louisiana and
Mexioo and use Amerioan frontiersmen in the enterprise. 2
Lebrun deoided to send Genet to the United State8 with
a seoret mission of fomenting the revolution, for on
November 6, 1792, he wrote to Dumouriez relating hi8
intention8. 3 Bourgoing, the Frenoh Ambassador ~t
Madrid, was instruoted to prevent Short, the !merican
Charge d'affaires in Spain, from gaining a plaoe o"l
deposit for goods near the mouth of the Mississippi, for
the success o"l the Frenoh projeot depended upon keeping
Amerioans irritated with Spaln. 4
Jefferson, Secretary of state, was unoffioial17
notified of Lebrun's deoision through Col. W. S. Smith,

1. Sore1, L'lUi'Ope et
p. 157.

!.! Re'V01utlon
.

francaIs., v01. III,

Lyon, .2lt!. Cit., p • 68 •
Tarner,-Y.-::, Op. Cit., pp. 653, 657.
lord, paul L. t Iritinsg of !bomas Jefferson, 10 Vola.,
New York, G. Putnam's ona (1892). Vol. I, pp. 253-256.

11

who left paris November 9. 1792.

Smith reported

that "the Ministers told him they meant to begin
the attack on the Spanish Colonies~at the mouth of
the Missis8ippi. neep along the bay of Menco southwardly. and that they would have no objections to our
inoorporating into our government the two 'loridas ... l
This was a startling pro ject indeed; the historical
possibilities of so great design were overwhelming.

2

Genet's instructions. dated December. 1792,
ordered him to make a neW paot With the United States.
Itto free Spanish .!merioa. to open to the inhabitants
of Kentuoky the Mis8issippi. to deliver our former
brothers of Louisiana from the tyrannioal 70ke of
SpaiD. and to unite perhaps to the American constellation the beautiful star of canada."Z Canada and the
M188i88ippi navigation were the bait held out to the
United States.

!he o:ffioia1 explanation of this

polioy in the French arohives declared: "Everything
announced the ooming rupture wit h the English and the
Spanish, and the Exeoutive Counoil thought it would be
advantageous for Prance to try. Without hurting the

1. lblI••

p.

214.

I. !Urier. I. J., "Considerations sur la Louisiane,"
ADerioan Hi8torical Review, Vol. III (1898), pp.49l-494.
Z. "Ii_ire pour servIr d'instruction 811 Citoyen Genet
(Archives des Affaires Etrangeres E.pa~e),1t Amerioan
B1storioal Assooiation Report. Vol. I (1896), pp. 968,

'h.

12
Ame~icans.

a diversion Whioh would enteeble the

power of England and Spain by germinating the
prinoiples of the Frenoh Revolution in Louisiana.
in Kentuoky. and in other provinoes near the
United States."l
Suoh were the plans of Franoe, when George
Rogers Clark, at the Falls of the Ohio. was brooding
over wrongs imposed upon him by the Virginia Legislature. 2 Here was a willing ally to the French
enterprise.

!he FrenCh soheme had even been proposed

by Clark himself, who at the time had fallen into
intemperance and had beoome embittered beoaus'e of
Virginia's negleot of his olaims for servioes during
the Re~lution.3

He had offered, in 1788. to take

servioe with Spain in retur.n for a liberal land grant.
and in 1791. he unoeremoniously smashed the sword which
Virginia had given him in 1779 as a token of appreoiation
for his servioes. 4

Clark was digusted with the negleot

Virginia and the United States gave his olaims and wanted
to join with Franoe.

He was possibly influenoed by his

1. Ibid••

p. 957.
ltOlii'rtson, James Ford, Peti tions of Earll ,nhabitanta
of xentu0!f (Filson Club pUblIoatiOn No.2 ), LouIsville,
IllS. pp. 72, 174.
3. furner, F. J., -Genet's Attack on Louisiana and the
Floridas, " ~rioan Historical ReView, Vol. III (1898),
2.

4.

p. 656.

Butler. Mann, ~storl of Kentuoky. Dickerman & Co.,
Cincinnati (18 ), pp.-oZ7-539.

13

brother-in-law, Dr. James O'Fallon, a Revolutionar,r
soldier, and an active agent for the South carolina
Yazoo Land Companies, whioh purohased from Georgia
part of her active claims to
Spain. l

terr1tor~

then held

b~

The spirit of Clark was the spirit of the
frontiersmen.

TO them the queBtion of the Miasissippi

was a personal one.

Their produce was useless if the

Mississippi were 0108ed.

Indian warfare continued on

their borders, but the Federal Government discouraged
their attaoks on the savages and appeared indifferent
to the closing of the navigation

b~

Spain.

The new

government, under the Constitution, had yet to proTe
its value to Kentuckians.
the

difficul~.

There were two solutions to

Either they should come to an agreement

with Spain Which would open up the Mississippi, stop
Indian raide and furnish them wi th land grants or they
had to fight their way out.!

!his Situation fitted

right into the plans of the FrenCh Republic.
At Christmas time in 1792, General Clark and

Dr. O'Fallon formulated a plan for an attack upon

!. HaskIns, chirJis H., "!he Yazoo Land companies, w
Annual RetOrt of Amerioan Historical Assooiation,
1890 (~as !rigton, 1891) p. 83.
2. Jor!, Q£. £!l., Vol. It p. 216.

".

14;

Louisiana under the French flag. l

!his proposition

together with a private letter from O'Fallon to hi.
friend, ThOJll8S paine, 2 thEll a member of the 'renoh
Convention, 8eems to have reaohed Franoe before Genet
sailed.

That the letter was written and received,

there can be no doubt; for Paine answered O'Fallon's
letter from passy, February 1', 1'93, oonveying the
idea that Clark's application had gone through the
medium of the French Minister to the United States and
that the proposal had been laid before the provisory
Executive Counoil of the Republio. 3

lurther proof that

0' Fallon was the one who or 19 ina ted the Bcheme and the

actual author of the letter offering Clark's services
to the Frenoh Government is shown in a letter of
Secretary of state Edmund Randolph to the President.
quoting an interoepted letter of O'Fallon's as follows:!his plan (an attack of Louisiana)
was digested between General Clark and
me la8t Christmas (1792). I framed the
whole of the correspondence in the
dCorrespondenoe of c1ark and Genet," 1i8rican Historioal Association Report, Vol. I (1896), pp. 96', 968.
l!io John Eson BrOlfn, Political. Beg:1mlings of Kentuoky,
(Filson Club Publication, 10. 6), p. !3t. -2. fhomas Paine, well known American writer, famous for his
aotivities during the War for Independence, waa a close
friend of Dr. O'Fallon. At this time Paine was en30ying
his recent honor as a natural.iaed citizen of Iranoe and
was aotive in the dominant party of the Convention. the
Girondists.
3. "Correspondenoe of Clark and Genet,· !Derican Histori!!! Assooiation Report, Vol. I (1896), pp. 96', 968.

1.
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General's name, and oorroborated it
b7 a private letter of mw own to
:MX'. fhoD8a Paine, of the lfa tional
Assembly with whom during the late
war I was very intimate. His repl,reached me but a few days aince,
enClosed in the General's dispatohe.
from the Ambassador. 1
Whether O'Fallon or General Clark were the
author of the letter written on Februar,- 5, 1793. and
addressed to the Frenoh Minister, is not ·so important
aa the fact that Clark's name waa signed to it and the
letter expresBed his desire and intention.

This letter,

which waa so long delayed, might have ohanged the
eventB which followed, had it been delivered sooner;
but a8 it atandB it is proof that Clark sought to join
the Frenoh and saggested a plan which he thought
workable.

This letter reads:-

M1 oountr,- has proved notoriousl,1lllgrateful:fbr rq servioes and so forgetful of those successful and almost
unexampled enterprises which gave it the
whole of it. territory on this side of
the great mountains 8S in thiB way in
mw very prime of life to have negleoted
me. And '1e t although I feel I shall
never resent.
out of Kentucky, CuDi>erland, the
settlement on Holston, the Wabash, and
the Illinois. loan (b'1 name alone)
raise 1500 brave men or thereabouts and the Frenoh at St. Louis and throughout

1. Conway, Micare Daiiel. Life of !bomas paine, 2 fois.,
New York, Vol. II (1892T;:P.-r56.
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the rest of Louisiana, together with
the Amerioan Spanish subjects at
Hatches would, I am sure of it (for
they all know me) flock to rq Standard.
These last would amount to at least as
many more. With the first 1500 alone,
I can take the whole of LouiSiana for
Franoe. I would begin at st. Louis, a
rich and large and populous town - and
by placing only two or three frigates in
the Mississippi's mouth (to guard against
Spanish sucoours) I would engage to
subdue New Orleans, and the rest of
Louisiana. If further aided, I would
recapture Pensaoola, and it Santa Fe and
the rest of New MeXico were objects - I
know the ir strength and every avenue
leading to them, for oonquest. )lor our
pay and gratifications in land (as we
abandon our own here) we shall confide in
the justice and generOSity of the great
nation we shall serve, after our labours
are over. To save Congress a rupture
with Spain, on our accounts, we must
first expatriate ourselves and beoome
!renoh citizens. This is our intention. 1
George Rogers Clark was anxious to aid France.
His resentment at the negleot of

p~ment

for servioes

during the Revolution, his belief that the Westerners
would follow him, and his oonfidence in the Frenoh for
. pay and land all oaused him to be re'ady to offer hi.
services in the French enterprise which had been planned
before Genet set foot on American soil.

What would be

the attitude of Kentuckians to this soheme?

1. "Correspondenoe of ciark and Genet,· liSrloan B1storloal Association Report, Vol. I (1896), pp. 961, 911 •
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CHAPTER II
GENET AND GEORGE ROGERS CLABK

Into this United stateB, where the outburst
of sympathy for France was

80

overwhelming, where the

Frenoh of Louisiana who had been given over to Spain
in the seoret treaty of 1763 had never lost hope of
being reunited to their mother oountry, and where antiFederalists were finding all manner of fault with
Washington's administration, came Charles Edmond Genet,
oalled back to Paria from St. Petersburg to the ministerial post in Amerioa.

The progress of the French

Revolution had been followed with a great interest in
the United states, where the doctrine of Liberty and
Equality was sure to find a friendly reoeption. 1

The

outbreak of the Frenoh Revolution, and the general
European war that came with it, brought to a crisis the
question of seouring an understanding With Great Britain.
wThe popular disposition in the United States was to
support a war against England regardless of Amerioan
oondi tion to maintain it.

The allianoe with Franoe

ooncluded in 1778, oalled for ADsr1can aid in case
J'ranoe should be attaoked by her e:c.emies, and the Frenoh

.!. Channing, Edwarl, History of the united State., 6 Vo1s.,
New York, Maomillan CompanY.' VOI'. IV (1929), p. 126.
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RepUblic interpreted the war as such an attack.· l
Earlier, Frenchmen by the hundreds had given their
help to the struggllng colonies and now Frenchmen
looked to Amerioa to repay some of these obligations
and did not doubt for one moment that the Amerioan
people would fully and aotively respond. 2 Nowhere
outside Franoe and Louisiana was the dootrine of the
Frenoh Revolution more sure of a friendly reception
than in the United States, and here was to be found
the answer to her colonial expansion program.

It was

at one time planned that Genet should convey the royal
family to the United states. thus preventing their
exeoution. 3

However. Louis XVI was never to see

America; his death upon the scaffold on January 17,
1793, ended Genet's responsibility in this particular.
On January 13. 1793, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs informed Jefferson that Ternant, the Frenoh
representative at Philadelphia, had asked to be relieved
and that "Ci tisen Genet, who takes his place, unites to
a long experience of publio affairs, a patriotism of

1. Paxon, Frederick t., !he

H1sto~ of the liiiirioan
Frontier, Boston. Houglii'on MLt inCOmps111' (1921).

2.
3.

p.

80.

p.

462.

Channlng, ~. Clt., p. 127.
furner, F. J.,~enet's Attaok on Louisiana and the
Floridas,· Amerioan Historical Review, Vol. III
(lB9B), p. 656; parton, James, Life of Thomas
Jefferson, Boston. Houghton Mifflin Comp8n7 (1874).
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the purest sort and the advantage of being especially
acquainted with the friendly and fraternal diSposition
of the 'rench Republio tawaris the United Statea.

Con-

sidering the repeated proofs whioh he has giTan in
sevaral important missions of the soundness of his
principles and character. I have not the slightest
doubt that he will make himself agreeable to the gOTernment of the United states and help in tightening bonda
too long neglected between the two nations whoae
principles and interests present a moat perfect analogJ."

1

Hie instructions - both secret and open - required
personality a8 well as cleverness and intelligence.

Genet

waB openly instructed to strengthen in the Americans
those principles which had oaused them to ally themselves
with France in 1778.

He waB to enforce the existing

treatieS and "to prevent any arming of privateers in
American ports except on behalf of the French Nation"
and to prevent also the reception in those ports of any
prizes "except those captured by the Republic" - two
definite mandates which greatly influenced his subsequent
behavior in America.
He was also to negotiate a new treaty, "a national
pact in which the two nations should amalgamate their

1. Minnigerode, leade, Jefferson Friend of France, New York,
G. putnam's Sons, (1928), p. 140.
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oommeroial and political interests, and establish
an intimate oooperation in order to assist in ever1
wa1 the extension of the Kingdom of Liberty, guarantee
the 8overeignt1 of nations and punish the Powers that
still cling to an exolusive oolonial (oomneroial)
s1stem."

This compaot it was urged would contribute

to "the freeing of Spanish America, the opening of
the navigation of the Mississippi to the inhabitants
of Kentuck1, the deliverance of our ancient brothers
of Louisiana from the tyrannical 70ke of Spain, and
in addition, possib11, the adding of the beautiful
star of Canada to the American oonstellation."l Genet
was seoret11 told that he should lose no time in waiting
for the Amerioan Government to make up its mind, for he
was "to take all steps oompatible with his position in
order to foster the growth of prinoiples of libert1 and
independenoe in Louisiana and in other American provinces
bordering on the United states."2
Genet was instructed what to do in the event war
was declared on England,

8S

it was on Februar1 1, 1793.

He was to convince Americans it was to their interest to
!.
2.

".

-Genet's Instruotions,· Report American Historica!
Association, 1896, Washington, Government Printing
Offloe,Vo!. m897), pp. 967, 960.
~urner, F. J., "Genet's Attack on Louisiana and the
Floridas," American Historical Review, Vol. III (189S),
pp. 667, 65S.
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join Franoe in seizing Canada and Nova Sootia from
the English and sinoe Congress had earlier wished
for the oonquest of Canada, Genet was told that he
would "find that body disposed to embraoe a plan of
conquest Which would put the finishing touoh to
American independenoe.

If the United states rise to

the oocasion and show themselves disposed to cooperate Citizen Genet will assure them that the Frenoh Republio
.
will send a formidable fleet to their shores, and
landing foroes, the Commanders of whioh will have
orders to oombine their operations with thoBe of
(American) shipS.nl
fernant, whom Genet was displaoing, had been
extremely unsatisfaotory and even taotless enough to
have Frenoh dishes oarried With him to the house
whenever he dined with Mr. Hamilton.

NOw, Genet was

told "to be extremely affable, to see everything, to
hear everything, to note everything without affeotation,
and without panic, to play his diplomatic role at his board,
to attraot to it oleyerly the influential members of the
House of Representatives and of the Senate, and never to
permit the British Ambassador to serve at his table a
brand of ~deira superior to his own.w2

1. "Genet's Instruotions," Report Imerican Historioal
2.

Association, Vol. I (1896), pp. 967, 960.
Dinnegerode, MSade Lives and Times, New York,
G. Putnam's Sons, l 1926),

p:-l".
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He had been warned by Lebrun of the ooldness
of the Amerioan oharaoter and told to employ indireot
methods of approach and to exert every possible
influenoe on American sentiment.

He was to avoid

"those ridioulous disputes which cluttered up the
transaotions of the older diplomacy."

He was assured

he would find zealous cooperation among certain
friends in the House of Representatives, and that
among the principal executive officials he could
place complete confidence in Mr. WaShington, Mr.
Jefferson and Mr. Madison. l He was led to believe
Kentuckians would probably second his efforts without
compromising Congress.

He was accordingly authorized

-to keep agents in Kentucky and to send some of them
to Louisiana."

He was told to make expenditures

which he Judged necessary for the execution of his
project.

He was supplied with a stoCk of blank naval

and military commiSsions (up to the rank of oaptain)
that he might use as he saw fit and was told to use
them among Indians, who thought very highly of such
documents.!
In

just this:

other words, Genet's instructions amounted to
He was to do aJ.l the harm he could to

1. Ibid., pp. laO, laS.
2.

~et's Instructions,- Report American Historical
AsSOCiation, Vol. I (la96), pp. 957, 960.
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England and Spain, he was to insist on the striot
observance of the existing Franco-American treaties
and to negotiate new ones; and he was to

do

ever;y-

thing in his power to bring volunteers in the United
States to assist the French of Louisiana and west
Florida to oTerthrow Spain's rule.

In return Amerioa

was to get territory. power and international influenoe.
This was an extraordinary dream.

Genet was expected

to carry the banners of Liberty through canada and the
Spanish Amerioas, just as on the other side of the
waters the armies of Franoe were sweeping them aoross
Europe.

But long and laborious as his instructions

were, the;y omitted one thing.

There was no mention

of the name of Alexander He.m1lton.

Other names, friends,

and opponents were mentioned in the instruotions, but
the FrenCh government evidently had not discovered that
it was Hamil ton who was the power behind the Ame rioan
throne, that Hamilton detested Jefferson, and

8n;Y

partisan of the latter must incur the hostility of the
former.

These things were not inoluded in Genet's

in.struotions.
There was muoh to do on a salary of Sixty
thousand livres a year, with three seoretaries and monel'
needed on every hand, but proud of and grateful for this
mission, he left paris on January 23, 1793, and started

24

for ::Brest, to embark on the frigate "Embusoade."
At the gates of Paris he was stopped and his truDks
searohed beoause of a rumor that he had the little
I

Dauphin with him.

For a month he was detained at
::Brest by contrary winds. l War was deolared on England (February 1, 1793) before he left ::srest and
on Spain, Maroh 9, 1793, while he was on the high
sea,e
In the United States, Washington had beeB

unanimously re-elected, but an opposition party was
growing up around Jefferson and

~di8on.

Jefferson,

as Seoretary of State, was trying to settle boundary
and oommeroial questions with the British and Spanish
Ministers.

Alexander Hamilton, Seoretary of the

Treasury, aeeme,d to be on the best of terms wit h the
British Minister. 2

"Hamilton's whole finanoial system

was based on the oontinuance of peace with England,
from Which oountry ninety percent of the imports of
the United States came.

He believed that if this

trade were interrupted finanoial ohaos and political
ruin would follow.

Therefore, he was willing to

sacrifioe almost anybody or anything for peaoe With
Engl&nd.,,3

On the other hand, Kentuokians were demanding

1. Mlnnegerode,
2.

~ CIt., p. 186.
Latane, John HallaC1ay, American Foreign policl, New york,
Doubleday and Doran CompsnJ, (1928), p. 76.
Ibid., p. 77.
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aid against Indian hostilities and threatening to
seoede if they were not given free navigation of
the MisSiSSiPpi. l Republioans were singing the
Marseillaise, outting their hair

~

la Brutus, putting

up Liberty oaps on poles, wearing tri-oolored ooCkades
in their hats and oalling eaoh other "Citizen" and

.

their ladies "Citess."2 And behind all this was the
personal duel aoross the oabinet table between
Jefferson and Hamilton, masquerading, as it were, for
Franoe and England.
!he great question now faoing Washington and
his Cabinet was: Should the treaties of 1778 With
There Were two of these - one a

Franoe be upheld?

treaty of allianoe in whioh the territorlal integrity
of the oontraoting oountries was guaranteed; the other,
a paot of amity and commeroe, whereby among other
olauses, eaoh nation might take into the ports of the
other, prizes oaptured by its privateers, whereas. the
oaptures made by the privateers of the other nations
were forbidden entry.3

In Aprll of 1793, Jefferson

wrote to Madison that he favored neutrality although
~ cit., p. 221.
MCMasters, ~., History of the United states, 8 Vole.,
(From New York Merourr' January-22, 1793), D. Appleton
and Company, Vol. II 1914), pp. 94,95.
Malloy, William K., Treatles and Conventions of the
United States 2 Vols. t Washington, GiivernmentpFliitlng
Offloe, Vol. I ~19l0), pp. 479, 483.

1. Butler,
2.

3.

I

it might "prove a disagreeable pill to our friends."
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There was no difference of opinion as to the desirability of neutrality; there was the disputation as to
whether or not the treaty with France had come to an
end With the destruotion of the Bourbon MOnarohy.
Jefferson was willing to look upon it as suspended,
until the Frenoh Government should make some oategorioal
demand upon the United states and then there would be
ample time for the statement as to the duties and obligations of Amerioan oitizens. 2

It might be well to

leave England in doubt as to our attitude toward
Franoe and thus foroe her to make conoessions not only
in the matter of neutral trade, but also in the adjustment of many outstanding disputes suoh as the retention
of posts in the northwest. 3
Hamilton argued that the treaty had been made
with the king of France, and the king being dead, the
agreement had oome to an end. 4

Jefferson felt that the

Frenoh treaties should be binding under whatever government the Frenoh people set up "for the treaties between
the United States and Franoe were not between the united

1. Ford, OPe cit., Vol. V.,
2.
3.
4.

..

p.

57.

Channing, gPi Cit., Vol. V., p. 128.
Ford, ~ i ., Vol. VII., p. 421.
Hamilton, J":"""C"., Writings of Alexander Hamtlton l 7 vols.,
Boston, Houghton MIfflIn compaD7, Vol. IV (16191,
pp. 362, 3S2 •
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States and Louis Capet, but between the two nations
of Amerioa and France, and the nations remaining in
existenoe, though both of them have since ohanged
their forms of government, the treaties are not
annulled by these ohanges."l Worried and harried by
his two hostile counselors, Washington oalled his
Cabinet, and at the meeting on April 19. 1793, it was
unanimously agreed to issue

8

proolamation whioh was

Signed on J.pril 22, 1793, fourte.8n days after Genet
had erri ved at Charleston. but before he had presented
his oredentials and been offioially reoeived by the
United States Government. 2
Washington's proclamation stated that it was
expedient to remind the people that we were in a

~tate

of peaoe with all belligerent powers; that in that
state it was our duty neither to aid nor to injure any.
He warned them against acts which might contravene this
duty and particularly those of positive hostility, for
the punishment of which the laws would be appeal. ed to;
and to put them on guard also as to the risks they would
run, if they should carry artioles of contraband to any. 3
~e

word "neutrality" was not used, but the proclamation

1. 'ord.
2.
3.

~ Cit., pp. 284, 265.
Channing, ~ Cit., Vol. IV, p. 129.
Amerioan s~e~ers, Foreign Relations, Vol. I, p. 140.
sparks, Jared, Wr tings of George tashtngton, 12 Vols.,
Boston, American Stationer Company, Vol. X (1834-36),

pp. 535, 536 •
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implied a stricter neutrality than most nations had
previously observed.

The question now arose: had

Washington, as president, any authority to declare
the nation neutral?
him no such power.

EXpressly. the Constitution gave
He could negotiate and recommend

treaties, but could not make them; to give them
vitality required a two-thirds vote of the Senate.
It

W8S

contended that a treaty so approved became a law,

and that the President had no constitutional power
either to make or abrogate a law.

There was an existing

treaty With France, and Madison, "the father of the
Constitution" was clearly of the opinion that the
President had no power to declare the French treaty
inoperative. l The proclamation could not actually be
enforced until Congress passed a neutrality act in
1794:.

With the appearance of the proclamation, the
storm

broke~

This had seemed inevitable to Jefferson

from the beginning.

Madison, then in Virginia, wrote

that the proclamation "wounds the national honor by
seeming to disregard the stipulated duties to France
and wounds the popular feeling by a seeming indifference
to the cause of liberty."2

1.
2.

Hunt, G., Editor, Writffigs of James Midison, 9 vo~s ••
New York, G. putnam's SOns,-Vo1. VI (1900), pp. 138, 188.
Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 580, 583.
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Large masses opposed this proclamation.
Rioting was imminent at the Tery seat of the government,l and as for the Rational Gazette - edited by
Jef~erson's

assistant, Freneau, it roared at Mr.

Washington:
Had you, Sir, before you ventured
to iSBue a proclamation which appears
to have given much uneasiness, consulted
the general sentiments of your fellow
citizens. you would have found them,
from one extremity to the other, firmly
attached to the cause of France. You
~uld not have found them so far diTested
of the feelings of men as to treat with
'impartiality' and 'equal friendship'
those tigers who so lately deluged our
country with the blood of thousands, and
the men who'generously flew to her rescue
and became her deliverers. 2
And into such an America - full of publio
dissension, Ohar1es Edmond Genet, after forty-eight days
at sea, arrived on the "Embuscade" with her thirty-eiz
guns and galleries decorated with the emblems of the
Frenoh Republio.

On April 8, 1793, he set foot at

Ohar1eston, for although it had originally been hi.
intention to proceed to Philadelphia, contrary winds
and the rumor of two 13ri t1sh frigates, had turned him
aside to the southern port.

1.
2.

He was a young man

o~

great

fUrner, F. J., riGenet's AttaCk on Louisiana," Amerioan
Historical Review, Vol. III (1898), p. 664.
)limagerode, Meane, .2R..:. £!i:., p. 1'14.
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culture, and of long diplomatio experience, an
admirer of American freedom, impatient, hot headed
and arrogant - exactly thirty years and three
months old - maybe an adventurer, but not

8

fool.

1

Genet's arrival at Charleston was announced
in the

p~ers

.

of Philadelphia alongside the proclama-

tion of neutrality.

2

"When the proclamation reaohed

Charleston it had already been violated a dOlen
times. n3 The enthusiasm with which the people received
Genet was just another evidence of their disfavor to
the neutrality proclamation.

The excitement followed

and preceded Genet everywhere, and of course extended
into Republican Kentucky. 4
Genet went ashore at Charleston amid a din of
guns and bells and was received with great cordiality
by Governor MOultrie, by Mr. Izard, who had known his
father at PariS, and by the french Consul, Mangourit. 6
From them he learned that the government would probably

1. parton, 3ames, Life of Thomas Jefferson, Boston,
2.

Houghton, (1874r:-pp:-470, 473.
Bowers, Claude, Jefferson and Hamilton, New York,
Houghton Mifflin (1925), pP:-217 , 218.
American Daily Advertiser, April 22, 1793, quoted in
MC~ter, 3. B., History of the Peo~le of the United
statea, D. Appleton and Company, Vol. II:(IVr4), p. 98.
Ibid., p .. 99.
!O!rey, ~~ Cit., Vol. I, p. 313.
Minnigeroai,-uiade, Jefferson Friend of .....................
Franoe, p. 230.
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declare neutrality - which it did in just about two
weeks - but that the people were generally opposed
to the government's policy.
Genet informed Lebrun in his first dispatch
that Moultrie had rendered all the good offices in his
power, permitting him to arm privateers, and furnishing
him useful information on various parts of his
instructions.

MOultrie, he said, favored combined

action of the United states and France and was
impressed by the advantage that the freedom of Louisiana
would afford in checking the Indian attacks instigated
by Spain, and in the opening of the Mississippi.
Mangourit impressed upon him that France would weaken
Spain by such an expedition, but the substantial
advantages would SO to the United states. 1
In ten days Genet manned two privateers, sa.
the "Embuscade" start on her raiding voyage to Philadelphia, and left MBDgourit ready to condemn any prizes
that came under the new Admiralty authority vested-in
him.
No wonder, then, that Philadelphia was bubbling
over With excitement as Genet left Charleston, April 18,
1793.

He Chose a northern route ,2 whioh would t~ke him

through farming land, where the people were none too

1. furner, F. J., "Genet's lttaek on Louisiana and the

Floridas," American Historical Review, Vol. III (1898),
p. 657.

2.

Latane,

~.Q.!i:.,

p. 85.
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well satisfied with the Federalist party in power.
The route would lead him to the seotion where the
population was disturbed over the unpopular exoise
laws, and where he might find an opporttmity to
purohase grain for the Frenoh oolonies.

Everyone

awaited his arrival in Philadelphia and the offioers
of the "Embuscade" had agreed to fire three shots in
oonfirmation of the event. l Genet arrived on May 16,
1793, a.nd a large orowd oheered him through the
streets to the City Tavern.
weloome.

Then followed the forml

-Resolutions were prepared at the home of

Charles Biddle and were adopted enthusiastically at
an immense meeting in the state HOllSe yard.
rang everywhere.

"Ca

Ira~"

"Long live the French Republi<m: and

damnation to its foes."2

The next day he was waited on

by deputations of prominent oitisens and on May 18, he
presented hiB oredentials to Jefferson who took him to
the president. 3

"When Genet oalled on Jefferson, he

was cordially reoeived. but there was a drop in temperature when he presented his oredentials to Washington,
whose sober and restraine d manner seemed reserved to the
Frenohman after the reoeption of the people."4

i.
2.

3.

4.

Bowers. ciaUle, Jefferson
Compe.ny, New York (1925),
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Genet wrote to Lebrun on May 20, 1793,
"Until now Washington has been depicted as friendly
to France, simple, popular, the enemy of show.

You

have known Lafayette, well, you have known Washington
sic

•

He is extremely reserved, that is because of

his hypocrisy; he is easy to approach, but in reality
he is haughty.

His settled expression is always half

smiling, he caresses you, but he is then thinking of
deceiving you; he has been persuaded that that was
poli tical art; in front of people he always has his
hat in his hand, that was one of Lafayette's tricks;
but in spite of all external grimaoes one can easily
guess his policy."l

Genet did not like WaShington;

he did not trust him to be of any aid in helping France,
for from the first he alienated the PreSident.
found Washington cold and impassive. 2

He

One of the first

things he did at Philadelphia after the feasting and
banqueting subsided was to send blank letters of marque
to Ternant to be distributed to ship owners, although
in order to safeguard the present neutrality it seemed
more proper that the commanders should be Frenchmen and
the vessels should declare themselves merchantmen. Genet

1.
2.

Mlnnige ro de , Jefferson Friend of France, pp. 209, 210.
Turner,.2E.!..Q!h. p. 665.
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stated, "As long as the states, assembled in
Congress shall not have determined that this solemn
(treaty) engagement shall not be performed, no one
has the right to shaokle our operations and to annul
their effeot."

1

All during May, Genet

W88

busy at

110

rk trying

to get some privateers, trying to get Mr. Hamilton to
pay part of the two million dollar debt, and maintaining
that since the treaties forbade the enemies of France to
fit out raiders in Amerioan ports the permission for
France to do so was obviously intended, and that if
Frenoh privateers were allowed to bring their prizes
into Amerioan harbors they might convert such prizes
into war ships and ooumission them in American ports to
go out and attack British commerce. 2

Jefferson, however.

wrote to Genet (June 17, 1793):
None of the engagements in our treaties
stipulate this permission. fhe XVllth
article of that of oommeroe, permits the
armed vessels of either party, to enter
ports of the other, and to depart with
their prizes freely; but the entry of an
armed vessel into a port, is one acti the
equipping of a vessel in that port, arming
her, manning her, is a different one, and
not engaged in by any article of the Treaty.3
strict neutrality having been determined as the

1. Dinnigerode, Jefferson Friend or Franoe, p. 208.
2.
3.

Latane, ~ Cit •• p. 84.
Ford, ~-Uit., Vol. VII, p. 398.
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national policy. Jefferson vigorously upheld it in
his official correspondence with Genet.

However,

the American Secretary of State seemed secretly to
encourage Genet's proposed attack against Spanish
Louisiana; and Genet believed Jefferson, as a man,
not in his official position. was the friend of
France. l But Genet was not certain that Jefferson
was the friend of France without measure.

He wrote

Lebrun in June. 1793, that "In spite of dazzling
popularity which surrounds me, I encounter innumerable
obstacles.

Aristocracy has put forth deep roots here."

Jefferson was insisting that French privateers must
leave American waters, and must not send their prizes
back to American ports.

And the Presi dent was ordering

the arrest of American citizens caught in arms under
the French flag.

Genet appealed to Jefferson for the

release of such men and wrote him on June 10:

"KnOWing

of no positive law or treaty which prohibits Sleh
conduct to Americans and authorizing American officers
to arbitrarily seize sailors in the service of France
aboard their own vessels, I aSk your interference - to
obtain the immedia.te release of those men Who have

1. Fish, Carl, American Diplomacy, New York, Holt and
2.

Compa.~ (191S" p. 100.
Mlnnigerode, Jefferson Friend

~

France, p. 222.
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acquired - by act of engaging in the service of the
Republic prior to any prohibition, the rights of
French. if they have forfeited those of American
citizens. wl Genet found Jefferson in his official
mood exceedingly d1 sturb1ng; as the Secretary of
State. he seemed to talk in platitudes, but

8S

a

friend, Jefferson seemed to be an ally of France.
Jefferson admitted the T81idity of Fren«h treaties
but interpreted them in

8

way that annoyed Gemt.

He spoke of America'a affection for France, but
talked to the British Minister about how neutral
America intended to be.

Genet was up in arms against

a neutrality that ignored his treaties.

He didn't care

how neutral America was just as long as American ports
were available to French privateers and prizes, tor
until Congress, and Congress Slone said otherwise, that
was the law.

He was determined that neither WashiIf;ton

nor Jefferson nor anyone else could erase a treaty and
the trouble that England might mke With America was
no affair of his.

His dut Y was to carry out his

instructions and toward that idea he exerted every
effort. 2 Meanwhile, he bad received George Rogers Clark's

1. M1ririegerode, OP. cit •• jefferson Friend of France, pp. 223,
225.

---F. J., "The Origin of Genet's Attack on Louisians,"
American Historical Review, Vol. III (1898), p. 666.
MCM$sters, OP. Clt., Vol. II, pp. 106. 108.
~ner,

2.
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letter written on February 3, 1793, expressing hia
sympathy for France in her struggle "against almost
all the despots

o~

Europe," and suggesting that the

overthrow of the French Republic might lead its
victorious enemies to destroy ours.

He had aSked

for the assistance of two or three frigates at the
mouth of the Nlssissippi to prevent aid to the
Spaniards, and three thousand poundS sterling
expenses. l Long before this letter was written, the
French Ministry at Paris had been advised to seoure
General Clark's services in the contemplated movement
to liberate Louisiana. 2

Genet was anxious to see

Clark's wianee gratified.
Just a few days after Genet's arriT8l at
Philadelphia, he received two memoirs from Andrew
M1challX, en ardent republican and one who
in the pay of the French government.

1P8S

alread7

Michaux was a

devoted botanist, interested in studying every phase
of this vital. subjeot.

Early in 1793, he had undertake.

a most difficult expedition to Canada and the Arctic
regions near the HUdson Bay.

Upon his return, he

propo8ed to the American Philosophical. SOCiety at

1. "tetter ot Clark to liench MinIster," li8rIcan Bistori2.

cal Assooiation Report, Government PrintIng Office, 1897,
96', 971.
Turner, F. J., "Genet's Attack on Louisiana and the
Floridas," ADerioan Historioal Review, Vol. III (1898),
p. 661.

VOf. I (1896), pp.
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Philadelphia an exploration of the Great west by
way of the Missouri River.

A subscription was

begun for this purpose and Jefferson drafted him
detailed instructions for the journey, but his
Bervices were needed in another direction and the
Missouri exploration was abandoned for a political
mission under Genet. l
Jefferson knew that the )'rench Minister planned
to send Andrew Michaux into KentuCky, because Genet
had asked him to give Michaux a letter of introduction
to Isaao Shelby. Governor of Kentucky.

On June 28,

1'93, Jefferson wrote a letter of introduction for

Michaux, stated that he was a citizen of the French
Republic Who had been in the United states for several
years and that he was a "man of science and merit and
goes to KentuCky in pursuit of objects of natural
history and botany to augment the literary acquirements
of the two republics." He also noted that "Mr. Genet,
the Minister of France here had expressed his esteem
for Mr. Miohaux and good opinion of him and his wish
that he should be known to you."2

1. Ibid., p. 666.
2.

~espondence

of Clark and Genet," Amerioan
Historical Rei[rt, 1896, pp. 984, 986; also
lJefferson 1 snute of Correspondenoe With Genet),
Jefferson's P!pers, fourth Series, Vol. III, NO. 84.

•
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!hat Jefferson might have had reason to
suspect that Michaux's mission was not entirely in
the interest of science is indicated by his letter
to Colonel James Monroe on the s8me date (June 28):
I do no t augur well the mode of
conduct of the new French Minister;
I fear he will enlarge the evils of those
disaffected in this country. I am doing
everything in my power to moderate the
impetuosity of his movements, and to
destroy the dangerous opinions Which
have been excited in him that the people
of the United states shall disava. the
act. of their Government and that h. has
an appeal from the Exec~tive to Congress,
and both to the people.
Genet's dissatisfaction with Jefferson's striotly
formal letter of introduction for Michaux indicated even
more

o~early

miSSion.

the political importance of the latter's

According to Jefferson's own account:
Genet had about a fortnight ago sent
me a communioation for Miohaux as Consul
of France at Kentucky. I told him this
could not be given. that it was only in
porta of the United states they were
entitled to oonsuls and that if France
should have a consul at Kentucky, England
And Spain would soon demand the same and
we should have all our interior filled
with foreign agents. He acquiesced and
asked me to return the COmmission and his
note which I did; but he desired that I

1. Randa1l. H. S., Life of Thomas Jefferson, 3 vo1s.,
New York. Derby, ISbS, YoI. I, p. 152.
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would give Michaux a letter of introduction to Shelby. I sent him one a
day or two later (June 28). He now
observes to me that in the letter I
speak of him only as a person of
botanical and natural pursuits, but
that he wished the government to view
him as something more - as a French
citizen possessing his oonfidence.
I took it back and wrote another.l
The second letter said Michaux possessed Genet's
good opinion so that on that basis, too, he was worthy
of Shelby's "notice and good offices."

Jefferson wrote,

"his character here persuades me (Jefferson) that they
will be worthily bestowed on him and that your further
knowledge of him will justify the liberty I take in
JI8king him known to you."2 On June 24, 1'193, Senator
Brown from Kentucky had written an introduction to
Shelby and to George Rogers Clark for Michaux.

The

letter simply referred to Michaux "as a man of science
going to Kentucky to carry on botanical studies."3
Finally on July 6, 1'193, Genet disclosed to
Jefferson practically his whole plan for the mission to
Kentucky.

He read him two addresses intended for the

people of Louisiana and of Canada and his instructions

1. Sawvel, F. !., Anas of Thomas Jefferson, lew York,
2.

3.

Round Table preSi:Tl~3), pp. 130, 131.
Minnigerode, Meade, Jefferson ~riend of Prance, p. 255.
Minnigerode quotes this letter f~ Jefferson's
Private Papers. Other authorities state that this
second letter has never been found. - Charles Kerr,
History of Kentuc~, p. 324.
"Letter oCBrown 'Eo cark," Amerioan Historical
Alsooiatioa ReRort, Vol. I (189g), pp. 982, 983.
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to Michaux.

He told Jefferson that the Kentuokians

were anxious to enlist their support against the
Spaniards and spoke of two generals (Clark and Logan)
there who had offered to take New Orleans if they were
furniShed With 3000 livres.

Genet told Jefferson that

he declined to advance it (L 3000) but proposed that
the officers should be commissioned by him and that he
would send the money to KentuCky later.

Genet told

Jefferson that when Louisiana should be conquered, it
was to be erected into an independent state bound by
commercial treaties to the United states and France.
Genet made it plain that he was giving this

1

info~ation

to Jefferson as an individual and not as Seoretary of
state. 2 Aocording to Jefferson, he told Genet at this
interview "leaving out that article (violation of
neutrality) I did not care what insurrection should be
excited in Louisiana" but "that enticing officers and
soldiers from Kentucky to BP against Spain was really
putting a halter around their necks; for they were
surely to be hung if they commenced hostilities against
a nation at peace With the United states. uS

Genet said,

1. "correspondenoe of Clark and Genet," American
Historical Association Report, Vol. I (1896), pp.
98!. i8morandum by Jefferson in state Department
2.

3.

982,

Archives.
Ford, P. L., Writin~s of Thomas Jefferson, 10 Vols.,
New York, G. Putnam 8 !Ona, Vol. IV, p. 6.
"Correspondence of Clark and Genet,· ~rican
Historical Association Report, Vol. I (1896), p. 981.
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according to Jefferson, that these soldiers "shall
rendes-vous

of territories of the United states" probably Genet had Louisiana in mind. l Jefferson's
~

own acoount of Genet's interview shows that Jefferson
was oloae to oonniving at violation of neutrality, and
his revised letter to Shelby was practioally aiding
Genet.
Genet's opinion of Jefferson is well shawn in
a letter sent to Lebrun on August 15, 1793, when he
referred to him aa "a man endowed with good qualities,
but weak enough to sign what he does not think, and to
defend offioially measures whioh he condemns in oonversation and anonymous writings. n2 Whatever Genet
may have thought about Jefferson's attitude, he started
his Kentuoky plan.
Michaux, Genet told Clark on July 12, 1793, was
cOming to Kentuoky in oharge of the "administration
part of this affair. n3 His instructions to Michaux read:
We should exoite the inhabitants of
Kentucky to no more hesitate to thems,elves
but to open wit h us the mouth of the
Mississippi to the oommeroe of two worlds,
and to oommenoe by this aot of vigor the

1. 'ord, Ope Cit., Vol. IV, pp. 130, 131.
2. Amerioan H"i"iEOrioal Association Re 0rt, Vol. I (1896),
p. 984. ArchIves of the Forelsa A
1fairs -of -the United
states, Vol. 38, p:--J.lr2.
3.

American Historical Assooiation Report, Vol. I (1896),
p.

386.
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emancipation·of the Spanish Colonies.
You will find in General Clark, who
is at Louisville and in General Logan,
who is not far away, men disposed to
undertake everything in the sense that
we desire, and it is wit.h them that I
instruot you to oonoert all your plans.
General Clark sent me a letter in whioh
he offered to raise a corps of 3000 men
and to march to the oonquest of Louisiana
to establish there the true cult of
liberty. He asked me to advanoe 3000 ltv-reB
to raise his oorps -- His plan is bold -but before we begin to exeoute it, it i8
neoessary to assure ourselves of the
dispositions of the inhabitants of Kentucky,
to establish the effioacy of the personal
means of General Clark, to be well assured
of the time at whioh the operation oan
begin, to determine the bases upon which
we shall undertake to break the fetters of
New Orleans. All of these points oan be
olarified only by you on the spot and the
last particularly should be the result of
conferenoes with General Clarke and the
prinCipal oitizens of Kentucky whi would
sustain the projected enterprise.
Genet's instructions said that 3000 livres would be
advanoed on certain conditions but there was "neoessity
that the Kentuckians make some contributions. n2

Genet

was a little skeptical about spending monay and expected
Kentuckians to contribute something to the cause.
Andrew Mi ohaux was co ming to Ken tucky oarrying
Genet's reply to General Clark (written on July 12, 1793)
and letters of introduotion to Shelby written by both

1. Genet to Michaux
2.

RetOrt, Vol. II
Ib d., p. 986.

-

American HistoricS! Association
p. 221.

l 1903},

John Brown and Thomas Jefferson and a letter to
Clark from Brown.

Miohaux's Journal reveals one

important faot: he was first of all a botanist,
chiefly devoted to the cause of soience; and for
each page telling of the Louisiana plot, we find
three With the names of rare plants and new trees
that interested him on his journey to meet the
American General.

This journaJ.. makes one think that

the political matter was only of minor consequence
to him.
Michaux wrote, "on July 15, 1793, I took leave
of Citizen Genet I Minister of the Republ.ic of France
to the United States, a.nd started from Philadelphia
on the same date at ten o'clock at night to avoid the
great heat and to travel by moonlight.

The 16th, being

in company

journe~d

miles."

Wi th

Humeau and Le Blanc, we
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Humeau and Le Blanc were agents for Genet.

Le Blanc was a citizen of Kew Orleans well affeoted to
the French Revolution cause.

He was to have been mayor

in New Orleans when the city should fall into the hands
of the revolutionists.
Miohaux's journal proves he "reached LeXington
on September 5, 1793, after having traveled twenty-seven
miles."

This was "the chief town amongst the settlements

of the State of Kentucky.

We passed a small settlement,
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looked upon as a town, called paris. the Capital of
Bourbon County.

It oonta.ined about 18 houses."

On

September 6, Michaux stated he visited "two persons
residing in Lexington for whom I had letters of
introdnction" and on the 11th he visited Benjamin
Logan whose houae was situated twelve miles- from
Danville.

Michaux "confided to him

Logan

the

Commission entrusted to me; he told me he would be
delighted to take part in the enterprise, but that he
had reoeived a letter a few days previously from John
Br~

whioh informed him that negotiations had been

begun between the U. S. and the Spaniards respecting
the navigation of the MiSSiSSiPpi l and the Creek
Indians; that a messenger had been sent to Madrid and
that anyone of the U. S.

t~t

would venture to act in

a hostile manner against the Spaniards before the
return of the first of December next, would be disapproved
by the Federal Government; that he was going to start
the following day for his establishment of Bullskin Creek
and that after I should have conferred with General Clarke,
he hoped the latter would in consequenoe of what I should
communioate to him, make arrangements for further

1. Brown reters to the embassy of Carmichael. and the

negotiations entered into by him and Pinokney, the
Minister at M$drid, that ultimately led to the treaty
of 1795.
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conferenoes togetber. n1 Logan was, next to Clarke,
the best known person in Kentucky and had been chosen
by Genet as second in command of the expedition.
On September 17, Miohaux saw Clark in Louisville
and gave him his oommission and Genet's letter.
Clark's commission named him as "Commander of the
Independent and Revolutionary Legion of the Mississippi."
Genet's letter, brought by Michaux, said Genet expected
to obtain for Clark the rank of nMajor General in the
French Armies" at some later date, and that "for our
fellow oitizens of Louisiana, we will let than enjoy the
benefits of liberty whioh their brothers and friends are
about to give them.

It is you, General, that is

confided the management of this honorable mission."

2

AccordIng to the Commission, Clark was to be in complete
charge of the military organization, appointing officers,
etc.

He was to be able to grant a COmmission

W~ich

would

follow this form:To Henry Lindsay; Kna. you that by
speoial confidence reposed in your courage,
ability, and good conduct and fidelity, and
by the parer invested in me by the Minister
of France, do appoint you Captain in the
Second Batallion of the Second Regiment,
to serve the expedition designed against the

1.
2.

Thwaites, R. G., "Journal of Indrew Miohaux," Early
Western Travels, 32 Vols., Cleveland, A. H. Clarke
Company, Vol. I (1904), pp. 27, 104.
Genet to Clark, American Historical Association Report,
Vol. I (la9G), p. 986.
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Spaniards of Louisiana and the F10ridas
by the order of Citizen Genet, Minister
Plenipotentiary of the Frenoh Repub1io.
All persons Whom it may oonoern are
requested to pay due attention to you as
suoh. Given under my hand at Louisville,
January 1794, the seoond year of the
Frenoh Republio one and indivisible. l
Aocording to Michaux, Clark was very eager for
the undertaking, Blthough he had long sinoe thought the
plan had been abandoned since he had written so long ago
and had not reoeived any answer.

Michaux "told him that

his letter of February 3, 1793, had fallen into other
hands and the Minister had received it only direotly
after his arrival in Phi1adelphia_"2

Miohaux returned

to Louisville on September 19, and on September 21.
reoeived Clark's answer that he would lead the expedition
against Louisiana. 3 Michaux was busy in Kentucky during
September, October, and November. but in November he was
fo11a.ed by four other FrenCh agents: - Depauw, LaChaise.
Mathurin and Gignaux who were supposed to

do

what they

could to arm Kentuokians against the Spaniards.

(That

Gignaux was working in the oapacity of a spy for Spain
will be shown 1ater.)4

1. Ibid., pp. 1033-34.
2.

1l!Oliaux to Clark, American Historioal. Assooiation
Rr;ort, (1896), pp. 1007, 1009.
Cark to Michaux, American Historioal Asso ciation
Reiirt, (1696), pp. 1007. 1009.
ue ster, ~ Cit., Vol. II, p. 142;
Marshall, HUmPhrey. Historz of Kentucky, Vol. II. p. 96.
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Clark's earlier letter of February 5, 1793,
had told Genet exaotly what he thought he could do,
but on October 3, 1793, Clark again wrote "On the
17th of September past, I bad the honour of receiving
by the hand of Mr. Miaheaux your letter of July 12,
in answer of mine Feb. 3 past.

I find, Sir, that you

have abetted all my propositions and also have
apPOinted Citizen Mioheaux, Political Agent for the
intended Expedition.
8S

I am happy in this appointment

I have the highest idea of Mr. Mloheaux's abilities

and integrity."

Clark told Genet he could have before

this time executed his first project, that of getting
oomplete possession of the Mississippi, if Genet had
reoeived his letter earlier.

"I find," he continued,

"it an impossibility of keeping this project a seoret"
and added that he hoped Genet "will oontinue to oherish
that oonfidenoe, &nd support me and you will ere long
hear of a flame kindled in the Mississippi that will
not be early extinguished."

Clark real. iaed th8,t he

was underte.king a hi@p.ly dangerous thing, for he added
"I find that I shall have to be very circumspect in my
oonduct While in this country and guard against doing
anything tlat would injure the United states or give
offense to their government, but in a few days after
setting sail we shall be out of their government.

I
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shall than be at iiberty to give full scope to the
authority of the commission you did me the honour to
send.

You also mentioned that you would write to the

Minister of Foreign Affairs to obtain me more
effective credentials • • • • "

It would seem that the

matter of transportation worried him for he stated
"Boats are the first object (a few Hundred dollars
will do to commence that business) without than we can
do nothing.

Had we one or two now ready we could vex

the enemy in less than four weeks."l
From this letter there is no doubt that Clark
was exaggerating somewhat, that he was anxious to get
Genet to support him, and that he himself did not want
to deliberately do something Which in his own mind he
considered going against the United states Government.
On this same night, October 3, 1793, then, Clark wrote
to Michaux enclosing a copy of the letter he had just
written to Genet, and

s~ing:

Since you left I find we can get
ss many men as we please, but it will
be out of our power to keep the design
a secret - it is generally known
already, but I don't know that that
will damage the cause much. I think
the first thing to be done is to prepare
Boats and provisions and this before we
attempt to raise men. We can get them
anytime.

1.

Clark to Genet, American Historicil Report, vol. I
(1896), p. 1026.
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The bearer of this Letter, Captain
Sullivan, has proposed to superintend
the building of the Boats and purchasing
of provisions. He is a good hand for
this business - it will be necessary
for just appropriation of the money to
commence With, about $200 may do at
first. If you can advance him that sum
he will begin the business immediately.
I hope you can get what money you want
at Lexington - without it our Schesms
Sic may be Ruined. l
During the Whole month of October the correspondence
between Micbaux and Clark continued.

Clark wanted to get

started. Michaux was unable to raise the money as fast as
he had expected and each wanted the other to begin action.
On October

1, 1793. Michaux wrote to Clark addressing him

as "G. R. Clark, Major General in Army of the French
Republic" and again as "General G. R. Clark - Brigadier
Major General, Louisville, Kentucky."

These two titles

were pasted on the letter below the date line and his
letter informed Clark that he had done nothing of much
importance sinoe leaving him but "I inquired for money of
many merchants at Lexington and they propose to me as much
as they could give me at the time.
much informed of our affairs.
effected."

Mr. Brown was very

He desired it could be

And then on October 10, Michaux again wrote

to Clark from Danville saying some merchants of Lexington

1. dark to I1chaux. liil6rican Historical Report Vol. I
t

(1896), p. 1013.
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had promised to advance something for the expedition.
but "as they are obliged to fu.rnish for the march of
the Army (wayne's). I must not depend on a large sum
immediately and in order to prevent tba.t difficulty
I shall be in the necessity to have recourse to

Philadelphia."1

Money was what they needed to get

started and nothing much could be accomplished Without
it.

On October 16. 1793, Clark informed MiChaux, "I

Wish for two Brass field pieces. three pomiders and
one or two small motors or Howitzer Balls, shells, etc.
Could you not get Mr. Genet or some confidential person
to bring these out this Winter?,,2
Two days later on October 17. 1793. Clark
appointed Sullivan to bnild some boats for the expedition
and wrote him "to be exceedingly careful to keep regular
Vouchers for your Transactions for the defraying of which
you will at neoessary periods reoeive the money from
myself or Mr. Michaux.

What I wish to be immediately

done is to ereot a yard at some oonvenient place on
Bear Grass (Creek in Louisville) for the building of snoh
boats as I shall direot.- 3

He 1nolosed dimenSions for

1. mch.ux 'to Clark, AiIirioan Historical ISBO aation
Report, Vol. I (189!), pp. 1020, 1037.
2. Clark to Michaux, A.mi!rioan His torioal As so oiation
RetOrt, Vol. I (1896), p. 1013.
3.

-Ib d•• p. 1015.
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the two boats and said he wanted them "strongly
built in the best manner. ft
Clarke seemed optimistio and satisfied that
money would be forthooming and was only anxious to
get the whole thing under way.

On Ootober 25, 1793,

he wrote again to Genet outlining his plane:
Our affairs wear a glorious aspeot
at present exoept that article, the
proouring of sufficient sic SUlD in
this country is doubtful - perhaps enough
to oommence the business may be got for
the building of Boata which is the first
ob ject. Within five or six weeks they
may be finished (if we can procure the
money) and immediately prooeed to the
poet of New _drid being certain of a
number of men sufficient sio to reduoe
that place, from thenoe to st. LOUiS, the
Capital of the upper Cuntry siC - we
ahall then desoend the River, the Cuntry
sio of Hatches sic will fall into our
hands and we shall then determine in what
manner to invest N. Orleans; if that
place cannot be reduced we shall act
aocordingly to the circumstanoes and
probably direct our course towards the
frontiers of N. Mexico which is nol the
distance as is generally supposed.
All during the month of October, Genet, Clark,
and Michaux were busy laying plans, trying to get money
and build boats and every move they made was reported
to the American Government.

This they knew and as Clark

1. Clark to Genet, American Historical Association
Report (1896), p. 1016.
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said he knew it was "impossible to keep his plan
seoret,"l but what they did not know was that every
aotivity was also reported to the Spanish anthorities
in New Orleans by James Wilkinson, now a Brigadier
General in the United states Army and sinoe 1787 a
paid spy for Spain and by Gignaux, a supposedly
Frenoh agent sent by Genet to Kentuoky in November.

2

On Ootober 1, 1793, Gignaux wrote to the AlriJassador
of Spain to the United states and told of the whole
plan:
The interest I take in the oolony of
Louisiana makes me take deoision of mking
known to you the projeot formed by Sieur
Genet, Ambassador of France to the United
states of Amerioa and to deSignate the
persons Chosen for its exeoution:I have the honor of naming to you
Sieurs LaChaisse, Charles Depeau, native
of Rolland, long established in New Orleans,
and Sieur Mathurin, a master oarpenter are the three men ohosen and invested with
authority for the expedition whioh aims at
n~thing else than the destruotion and
devastation of the property that reigns
here.
Sieur Mathurin, the oarpenter, is to
build oarriages for the transportation of
artillery, whioh are to serve also to set
fire to the vessels in different parts of
the oountry. LaChaise had the greatest
deSire of taking me with him.

f. Ibid.,
2.

p.

1009.

itInnigerode, Jefferson Friend .2! Franoe, p. 215.
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I have communicated the projeot to
persons of merit who have strongly urged
me to follow him everywhere and to undo
his abominable plots. l

Gignaux followed Miohaux into Kentuoky with
LaChaise on Ootober 3, 1793.

He

w~s

most anxious to

have a letter from the Spanish authorities stating
that in this letter of Ootober 1. he has exposed the
whole plot and added that "without this letter which
oan alone prove, that far from having entered into suoh
8

plot, I have exposed it by letter whioh I have signed

and delivered into your hands, I deolare that I will
not set out. as loan not expose myself to being treated
as an aooomplioe to suoh rasoals.- 2
These last three months of 1793, were busy ones
for all oonoerned - eaoh working toward his own end
certain that he would aohieve suocess, oertain that his
aotions were right.

Clark had little trouble in

seouring agents, for his pepers ahow several letters
written to him offering servioes.

John MOntgomery, who

was later put in charge of the preparations in the
Cumberland Region of Tennessee, wrote on October 26, 1793,
stating that he has heard Clark had aocepted 8 commission
from the National Assembly of Franoe and expressing hi.

1. lmirioan State Papers loreif{ Relations, vol. 26, p. 455.
2.

lierio8n Historioa1 Is80018
p. 1002.

on Report, Vol. I (1896).
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willingness to embark into this business "provided
I could be honored with a Command under you."
added that "I have taken the privilege

sic

Re
to

acquaint you that I have oolleoted the sentiments of
a number of the principal. inhabitants of this country
relative to the matter, and find that it will be in

mw

power to raise several hundreds for your Service
in a very short period.- l John MOntgomery sent this

letter to Clark by a Mr. MoCallum who asked Montgomery
to mention the faot that he (McCallum) was planning to
make

8

hunt on the Ohio and if Clark would have any

prospects of wanting provisions in any Short time
McCallum would be Willing to oonvert all of his hunt
over to his service.

MOntgomery suggested that Clark

use several old veteran soldiers who would be
exoeedingly serviceable in raising and disciplining
troops.2
Clark had a fairly well organized plan by the
end of 1793.

Samuel Fulton was the agent over the

entire state. Charles Depauw was in charge of affairs
at Danville, Captain Sullivan was superintending the
builcling

0

f boa ts, and Jol;m Montgomery was in oharge of

the Cumberland region in Tennessee.

Michaux was still

1. D'Dntgomery to clark. llD8rican Hlstorio81lseoOlation
2.

Rerort, Vol. I (1896), p. lOla.
Ib d., p. 1019.
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dOing what he could, visiting among the leading
Kentucky citizens w trying to get money to finance
the expedition and keeping a diary filled mostly
with notations about rare botanical speoimens.
Michaux told Colonel George Nicholas that "the

naval foroes of the French Republic should seise the
mouth of the Mississippi, deolare tha.t the Country
belonged to them by the right of Conquest and invite
the Americans of the Western Country to take
advantage of the freedom of the navigation.

Then

if the Spaniards situated higher up the river molested
the Vessels, carrying the provisions oonveyed by the
Americans, the latter would have the right to repel
constraint and force by foroe.

Thus, the Spanish

Government would have no reason to complain of the
United states having broken through inasmuoh as the
oountry would be reputed in the possession of the
Frenoh Republio_"l

The remarks really had no

suggestion ss to a direct Kentucky expedition except
as one might develop to dislodge Spaniards from
declared French Territory, but Nicholas must have known
of the preparations being made by Clark at this very
time.

1.

!hWaites, 0R. cit_, pp. 44, 45.
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Clark was doing everything in his power and
the French agents were losing no opportunity to get
this Whole idea before the frontiersmen. Early in
December, Depauwl had requested that John Bradford
publish the "Address to the Citizens of Louisiana"
in his paper, "fhe Kentuoky Gazette" and Bradford
had refused, telling him in a letter written from
Lexington on Deoember 19, 1793, that the Address
deolares "that the Republioans of the Western countr,y
are ready (to go down) the Ohio and Mississippi" and
that this statement Will not be publiShed in his
paper.

Bradford seems to be oautious about suoh a

publication for he says "I think if it were publiShed
it would excite oppoai tion in the Exeout ive of this
State to the measure."2
fhat the various agents of Clark and of Genet
were at work there is no doubt and tha.t several
Kentuokians were giving them aid is an established
fact, but that the whole idea was a rather hazy one to
men with influence is also evident.

fhese leaders were

cautious; they wanted to avoid a clash with the government.

However, they felt they were aoting Within their

!. dharles Delpeau Blias Depauw, Ailierioan Historica!
2.

Assooiation Report, Vol. I {189S}, p. !002.
lmerioan Historical Assooiation Report, Vol. I (1896),
p. !023.
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rights and for the welfare of the West.

A letter

of Benjamin Logan to General Clark on December 31,
1793, is probably typical:

It appears to be the general opinion
that the interest of this Country requires
that a spirited enterprise be undertaken
against the Spanish posts on the
Mississippi in order to carry this
business into effect, I have once more
offered my feeble aid, knowing you are
honored with a Commission from the
Minister of France and he is to be at the
head of the business undertaken. This
expedition appears to be something in the
dark. and I expect will remain so until
the return of Mr. Michaux. I have had
the pleasure to be in the company of
Mr. LaChaise, who in my opinion had the
appearance of a gentleman and informs me
he intends to see you in a few days. You
will please to favour me with a line on
this business. I have taken my leave of
appointments ih this State of the United
States and I presume I am at liberty to
go to any forei~ country I please and
intend so to do;~
The new year, 1794, brought increased vigor to
General Clark and his two chief assistants, Depauw and
Fulton.

During the month of January, Fulton was traveling

over the entire state getting what provisions he could,
but DePauw was not working as fast as Clark hoped, for
in February Clark wrote him "the hope that you would not
have long to tarry as we should soon move down the river"2

1. Logan to Clark,
2.

American Historical Association Report,
Vol. I (1896), pp. 1033-34.
"Correspondence of Clark and Genet, If American Historical.
Association Report, Fulton's account, Vol. I (1896),
p.

1064 •.
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and then in Maroh dispatohed a letter to FUlton in
Central Kentucky to "examine in what state provisions
that Depauw had purchased for the Republic of Franoe
was in and to endeavor to seoure a quantity."l

On

Maroh 18th Fulton wrote to Depauw telling him "By
General Clark's Desire I oalled on you to see what
state your provisions is Which you have purchased for
the Republic of Franoe.
House

disappointed me.

Your not ben
I will oal

being at Hos
sic

on you

tomorrow pray stay Home that I may see you."

2

Fulton

sent Clark word on March 21, 1794, that the "provisions
were not as large as our Expectations," but said they
had "16,000 pounds of bacon, 20 barrels of flour, and
600 pounds of lard.

A certain William Thompson has

about 4000 barrels of flour and 1000 pounds of bacon
collected.

As soon as the river is passable all will

be floated down the Kentucky River to your headquarters
at Louisville."3

Clark had been worried about Michaux's

inaotivity and Fulton adds "General LaChaise thinks it
heedless to go to Philadelphia as Oitizen Michaux is not
Dead but is to be back in Kentuoky from Philadelphia by
April 16.,,4

1. roton to Fouchet, IbId., p. 1064.
2.
3.
4.

-

Fulton to DePauw, (~roh 18, 1794), Ibid., p. 1046.
Fulton to Clark, Ibid., p. 1061.
Ibid.

-
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John MOntgomery, in charge of preparations
in the Cumberland Region of Tennessee, informed
Clark that he had "19,000 to 20,000 pounds of beef,
11,000 pounds of Bear meat and 70 to 14 pairs of
venison hams, some beef tongues, one large flat
bottomed boat, four ptrogues, 500 bushel of corn and
10,000 pounds of pork."l

Mr. McCallum, about whom

1wntgomery had written earlier had probably gotten
the bear meat, for he had promised to give Clark
whatever he seoured. 2
Clark was certain that he had popular support and
had never made a point of strong seorecy.

Since October,

he had known it was impossible to keep the whole thing
still, and had oeased trying.

With no thought, then, of

seoret intrigue, but with an ideal at stake whioh he
oonsidered deserved popular support, Clark issued a
proclamation Which was first published in the Cincinnati
Centinel

£!

the Northwestern Territory, on January 24,

1194, and republished in
8, 1194.

~

Kentucky Gazette on February

This extraordinary declaration read thus:
George Rogers Clark, Major General in
the armies of France and Commander-in-Chief
of the French Revolutionary Legions on the
Mississippi River:-

1.
2.

MOntgomery to clark, American Historica! Association
Vol. I (1896), p. 1034.
Mc oi1um to Clark, Ibid., pp. 1018, 1019.
Re~ort,

-
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proposals
"For raising volunteers for the
reduction of Spanish poste on the
Mississippi, for opening the trade of
the said river and giving freedom to
its inhabitants:"All persons serving the expedition
to be entitled to one thousand acres
of land - those that engage for one year
will be entitle d to two thousand acres,
if they Serve two years or during the
present war with France, they will have
three thousand acres of any unappropriated
Land that may be oonquered - the officers
in proportion to p~ as other Frenoh
troops. All lawful PLUNDER to be equally
divided agreeable to the oustom of WAR.
All necessaries will be provided for the
enterprise, and every precaution taken to
cause the return of those who wish to quit
the service as oomfortable as possible and
8 reasonable number of days allowed them
to return at the expiration of which time
their pay will cease. All persons will be
oommissioned agreeable to the number of
men they bring into the field. Thoa.e that
serTe the expedition, will have their choice
of reoeiVing their lands or one Dollar per
day. "1
George Rogers Clark
Claik had never the Slightest worry about being
able to get men if he had money, munitions and food and
he expected this proClamation to bring him all the
volunteers he needed.

He had planned to start moving

troops by February 20, and only awaited instructions those instructions which turned out to be so different
from the ones he antioipated.

1. kentucki Gazette, February 8, 1794.
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At all events, Kentucky was causing the
Federal Government concern.

Jefferson was becoming

more and more disgusted with Genet, and since July,
when the brig, "Petite Demcrate" (ex "Little sarah")
had been armed and put to sea, Jefferson's friendliness
toward Genet was not so marked.

Jefferson had put

himself into an embarrassing position when merchants
had requested Governor Mifflin to callout the militia
to prevent the departure of this vessel whose identity
was an open "secret.- After Governor Mifflin had sent
his secretary, Alexander Dallas, of the Democratic
Society, to interview Genet, who refused to countermand
the brig'S departure, Jefferson told Hamilton and Knox,
as they were sitting in the Cabinet mBking decisions in
the absence of Washington, that he would talk to Genet.
Hamilton and Knox both urged that guns be mounted on
Mud Island to sink the "Petite Democrate" if she Sailed
in defiance of the proclamation.

Jefferson had asked

Genet not to send out the ship until after the
President's return to Philadelphia.

He rtp11td "that

he doubted if she would be ready to sail before Washtngton
got back to MOunt Vernon."l

Jefferson was apparently

satisfied with Genet's statement, but was surprised a
few days later to learn that the ship's name had been

1. Mlnnigerode, Meade, LiveS and Times, pp. 190, 192 •

.
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changed to "Cornelia" and she had sailed out to
sea. 1
Jefferson was displeased.

His affection

toward the French cause was not great enough to cause
him to be the laughing stock of the Cabinet nor great
enough to have American neutrality jeopardized.

His

atti tude toward Genet was rapidly changing from a
friendliness to an uneasiness and in July 1793, he
wrote to Madison that "Never, in my opinion was so
calamitous appointment made as that of the present
Minister of France here.

He is hot headed, all imagina-

tion, no judgment, passionate, disrespectful, and even
indecent towards the President in his written and
verbal communications."2
Affairs in Kentucky added to his great conoern,
too, for even before Miohaux arrived in Kentucky word
had been received that this was the place volunteers
were to be enlisted.

The government knew of Genet's

instruotions and as early as August 29, 1793, Jefferson
wrote to Governor Shelby warning him against permitting
such an enterprise to be started.

The letter reads: -

Sir:

The Commissioners of Spain reSiding
here have oomp1ained to the President of
the United states, that oertain persons

1. MoMasters,
2.

~ cit., Vol. II, pp. 112, 113.
Minnigerode-;-Meade, Lives ~ Times, p. 194.
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at this plaoe are taking measures to
exoite the inhabitants of Kentuoky to
join in the enterprise against the
SpaniSh dominions on the Mississippi;
and in evidenoe of it, have produoed the
printed address now inolosed. I have it
therefore in oharge from the President
to desire you to be partioularly
attentive to any attempts of this kind
among the oitiZens of Kentuoky, and if
you shall have reason to believe any
such enterprize meditated, that you put
them on their guard against the oonsequence, as attaots of hostility oommitted
by them on nations at peaoe with the
Union states are forbidden by the laws
and will expose them to punishment, and
that in the event you take those legal
measures whioh shell be neoessary to
prevent any such enterprise.
In addition to oonsiderations
respecting the peaoe of the general
union - the epecial interests of the
State of Kentuoky would be partioularly
committed as nothing could be more
inauspioious to them than suOb a movement,
at the very moment when those interests
are under negotiation between Spain and
the United states.
With the greatest respeot and esteem
Thomas Jeffersonl
What was happening in KentuCky was becoming a
national issue, but Kentuckians were to continue with
their preparations - true individualists, oertain that
theirs was a just cause and that they could obtain for
themselves those rights that the Federal Government had
too long promised.

1. Kentucki Gazette, July 1794. (Sent With message to
Congress on May 10. 1794)
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Isaac Shelby lost no time in answering
Jefferson's letter of August 29, and on October 6,
1793, he wrote Jefferson assuring him tmt the
Federal Government need have no fear tha.t persons
were taking measure to excite KentuCkians against
the Spanish dominions on the Mississippi.

He

believed -it is my duty to take this early opportunity
to assure you that I shall be particularly attentiTe
to prevent none such contemplations in this State.
The citizens of KentuCky possess too just a sense of
the obligations they owe the general government to
embark to any enterprize that would be so injurious
to these United states.- l

Now Michaux had been in Kentucky almost a month.
He bad letters of introduction to Shelby, had dined with
him during September, but Shelby wrote as if he knew
nothing of the real reason for his being there.

However,

Jefferson was better informed than Shelby pretended to
be, for on NOTember 9, 1793, again Jefferson wrote to
Shelby telling him what a great number of Kentuckians
already knew.

He informed Shelby that on October 2, 1793,

four Frenchmen, LaChais e, Charle s Delpeau, Mathurin and
Gignaux had set out in a stage from Philadelphia for

1. kentucki Gizette, July 19, 1794 •

..
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Kentucky.

Jefferson told Shelby that these men were

authorised by the Minister of France to excite and
engage as neny as they could, 1fhether it was .Ana rican
citizens or others on the road or within the state of
Kentucky or anywhere else, to undertake an e:xpedition
against the Spanish settlements and to descend the
Ohio and MiSSissippi and attack New Orleans Where they
expected some naval cooperation.

Jefferson said that

these men had money for this purpose and were furni8he d
With blank oommissions to be filled out at their
discretion.

He enelos'ed a description of the four and

inSisted that Shelby •• tch for them and stop all their
activitieS.

He added "Having laid this information

before the President of the united states, I have it
from him to desire your particular attention that they
may not be permitted to excite Within our territories
or carry from thenoe any hostilities into the territory
of Spain.

For this purpose it is more deSirable that

those peaceable means of coercion should be used which
have been pr<Tt:ided by the laws; such as binding to the
good behavior these, or any other persons exciting or
engagin8 in these unlawful

en terpri ses,

inM cting them

or resorting to such other legal prooesses, as thoae
learned laws of the state may advise.

Where those fail

or are inadequate, suppression by the Militia of the

6'1
State has been ordered and praotioed in the other
statea."l
Jefferson was not only warning Shelby but was
suggesting ways and means that he oould prohibit any
such performanoes by oitizens of Kentucky.

Jefferson

said that he hoped the Kentuokians would not be
deooyed into any partioipation in illegal enterprises
in order to get the navigation of the MisSissippi and
added that "their good sense will tell them that it is
not to be effeoted by half measures of this kind, and
that their surest dependenoe is on those regular
measures whioh are pursuing and will be pursued b7
the general government, and whioh flow from the united
authority of all the states."

2

But still Governor Shelby seens d to think there
was nothing to be conoerned about over Kentucky's
helping in the said expedition.

Even after Jefferson's

seoond warning on November 6, 1'193, whio h was aocompanied
by a letter of warning from Ganer81 Knox, Seoretary

o~

War, telling Shelby to take effective military steps,
he seemed to be little impressed.

3

Knox wrote "I am

authorised by the President of the United states to
request your ·excellency will use effectual military force

1.
2.
3.

MiDha11 , a!8!%r y of

Kentuo
en uc
II

Ieni~c!i'

VOl. II (1821), p. 90.

Ga!ette,-:u y
'194.
Gazette, July 14, 1'194.
t
.QR.:. Cit., Vol. II, p. 96.
t
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to prevent the execution of the plan of said
Frenchman, or any other persons who may support
or abet their design for the lawful expenses of
which the United States will be responsible.

1

Shelby reoeived letters from both Augustus LaChaise
and Oharles DePeau written on November 25, 1793. 2
LaChaise's letter

sh~s

only that he is trying to

contact Shelby; any actual disoussion as to what he
hopes Shelby will

do

for him is evidently to be

reserved for the interview he requests.
Shelby answered LaChalse's letter on November
28, only three days after he had received it.

He

told LaChaise that he understood he had been dispatched
to Kentucky to go on an eXpedition of the Mississippi
and that "reports had reached you that I have positive
orders to arrest all citisens that engage in that
enterprise." 3 Then Shelby quotes LaChaiae the exact
text of Jefferson's warning. namely "that legal measures
must be taken to prevent such an enterprise."'

To

LaOhaise, Shelby simply makes the statement and in no
manner enoourages him to think that he Will do anything
other than he has been advised by the Federal Government.

1. lierIoan State P!pers, Foreign Relations, Vol. I, p. 458.
(Note - the letters of Jefferson and Knox were sent
together to Shelby.)
Marshall. ~ Cit., pp. 99, 100.
Butler, HistOry of Kentucky, p. 233.
Ibid.
--

-
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However, his assooiate, Depauw, who had been
in Central Kentuoky at Clark's orders collecting
provisions, was open in oommunicating his designs
to Governor

~helby.

He was in Kentucky to get

provisions for the Clarke Enterprize and wanted to
know if Shelby would arrest _im if he oarried out
his instructions.

He wrote:-

It may appear quite strange to
write to you on a subject in whioh
although it i8 of some oonsequenoe
with oonfidenoe from the Frenoh
Ambassador, I have been dispatched
wit h more Frenchmen to join the
expedition of the MiSSissippi, as I
am to prooure the provi sion, I am
happy to oommunioate to you, whatever
you shall think worthy of my notice,
as I hope I have in no way disobliged
you; if I have, I will most willingly
ask your pardon. For nobody can be
more than I am, willing for your
prosperity and happiness. As some
strange report has reached my ears
that your excellence has positive
orders to arrest all citizens inclining
to our aSSistance, and as my remembrance
know by your oonduct, in justice you
will satisfy in my uncommon request.
Please let me know as I shall not make
my supply till your exoellenoe to honor
me With a small answer.
P.S. Please to participate some of these
hand bills to that noble society of
De moo rats. I also inolose a paper from
Pittsburg. l
DePauw was either presumptuous, egotistioal or
reasonably oertain of Shelby's attitude, or this last

1. Collins, Richard, Ristor,[ of Kentuck,. 2 Vols ••
COvington (1874), Vol. I.

Pi.

278, 2 9.
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would not have been added.
Shelby was also advised by General Wayne,
commanding the United States troops in the Northwest
Territory, for on January 6, 1794, General Wayne
wrote Shelby offering to bring troops to LeXington
to stop the FrenCh enterprise.

He said he had given

orders to "the commanding officer of the cavalry
stationed between Georgetown and LeXington in your
state, directing him to receive and obey your
excellency's orders should you find occaSion for
their services in suppressing the design mentioned.
Should the force now offered by deemed insuffiCient,
or should more be wanted, it shall not be witheld,
upon this interesting occasion; notwithstanding our
proximity to the combined force of hostile Indians."l
This letter of Wayne's was due to information
he had received some time earlier from st. Clair,
Governor of the Northwest Territory.

On December 7,

1793, Governor St. Clair, had issued his proclamation
calling on the people Within his jurisdiction northwest
of the Ohio to refrain from Siding the French enterprise.
Two days later, December 9, 1793, st. Clair wrote to
Wayne and informed him "A letter from the Secretary of

1. Mirshall,
American

cIt.,

~
p.
State~ers,

100.

Vol. I, p. 438.
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War announces the design of certain Frenchmen to
engage in some Military expedition against
possessions of Spain on the Mississippi to set out
from Kentucky -- I have informed Shelby of it; in
order that he might take such measures to prevent
it as he judged proper."l
Governor Shelby was tired of so much interference
before he had decided what to do.

In a letter dated

January 13, 1794, writ ten to Randolph, who was now
Secretary of state instead of Jefferson, Shelby said
he refused to do anything about the business unless
spe cific steps should be outlined to him.

He explained

his position by saying:
I have great doubts even if they do
attempt to carry their plan into
execution (provided they manage their
bUSiness with prudence) whether there
is any legal authority to restrain or
punish them, at least before thrl have
actual~ accomplished it. For
n-is
lawfUl or anyone citTien ortlifsstite
to leave it, itTs equBiiy So
iiUmber ot"themtodo it. Iris law
a""lso for tnemtocarrYwith them any
quantity of provisions, arms, and
ammuni t ion, and if the ac tis lawful in
itself, there is nothing but the particular
intention with which it is done that can
possibly make it unlawful, but I know of
no law which inflicts a punishment on
intention only. What would be sufficient
evidence of that intention if it was a
proper subject of legal. censure?

ror-%

1. Marshall, Ope cit., p. 102;
Collins,

~

CIt., Vol. II, pp. 112, 113.
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I shall upon all oooasions be
averse to the exercise of any pa.er
which I do not consider mysel! as
being clearly and explicitly invested
with, much less would I assume power
to exercise it against men who I
consider friends and brethren, in
favor of a man whom I view as an
enefl and ttrant. I shall also
fee but li tle inclination to take
part in punishing or restraining any
actions of my fellow citizens for
such supposed intention only to gratify
or remove the fears of the minister of
a prince who openly Withholds from us
our invaluable right and who secretly
instigates against us as a most savage
eneDl7.
But, whatever may be my private
opinion as a man, as a friend to libert,r,
an Amerioan citizen and an inhabitant of
the Western waters, I shall at all times
hold it as my duty to perform whatever
may be constitutionally required of me
as Governor of Kentucky by the President
of the United States.
1
Isaac Shelby
Shelby then, about a month later, on Februar,y 10,
1794, wrote to Wayne declining his offer of Federal

Troops and informed him "There is not the smallest
possibility that such an enterprise will be attempted- even if there were the state Militia would be "able and
willing to stop violation of the laws of the United states.-!
Perhaps he was sincere in doubting that it 1'It)uld ever

1. ieniuoki Gazette, July 19, 1794.
2.

ut er,

.2E.:. Cit., p. 524.
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materialize.

Perhaps he believed Washington's

administration had too long tarried over the all
important issue of the Mlssissippi and he believed
Kentuckians were being treated unjustly.

However,

as Governor, he would execute any plans outlined to
him but they must be specific.
Randolph's reply on March 29, 1794. to Shelby
was full of sarcasm.

He felt certain Shelby could put

a stop to the whole thing since Kentucky laws were not
much different from the laws of other states.

He had

little patience wit.h the Governor's private viewpoint
for he wrote,
I can not, therefore, doubt that
when your excellency shall revise this
subject, you Will come to the conclusion,
that the resentments which you profess
88 a private man, a friend of liberty.
an American citizen and an inhabitant
of the western waters, ought not to
interfere with your duty as Governor of
Kentucky; and that on the other hand,
the contemplation of those several
characters under which you have considered
yourself ought to prodnoe a oomplianoe
with those measures which the President
of the United states has consigned to
your discretion and execution. l
Randolph referred to the efforts the United states was
mating to negotiate with Spain on the opening of the
MiSSissippi and closed with

1. Amerioan State Papers, 'oreign Relations, Vol.

I.

p. 456.
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Let this communication then be
received, Sir, as a warning against
the dangers, to which these unauthoriZed
sohelI8s of war m8¥ expose the United
states and particularly the state of
Kentucky.l
Judging from Randolph's reply to Shelby, the
Federal Government must have been given a painful
surprise when Isaac Shelby wrote the letter of January
13, 1'194.

Yet they had no alternative but to believe

that Governor Shelby was unaware of the dangerous
comination at work in Kentucky.

The War Department

now took matters into its own hands and ordered
General Wayne to garrison Fort

~ssac

on the lower

Ohio and thus cut off any expedition which should att~pt
to start down the Ohio. 2 The FederB1 Government had
already heard of the detachment which had started from
the Cumberland Region and the Secretary of war's orders
were grave and explicit.
expedition at all hazards.

Wayne was charged to stop the
He was told to tr,r to

persuade the leaders of such an expedition to go baCk;
but if persuasion failed he was to use every military
means at his command. 3
What developments might have come in this situation
is only a matter of imagination, if Governor Shelby and

1. AmerIcan state Papers, Foreign Relations, VOl. I, p. 467.
2.
3.

liriha11, -O:O:-Olt., p. 111.
mrioan Stite~ers, Foreign Relations, Vol. I, pp. 468,
9.

'15

the

~ederal

Government had both not been relieved

of the problem.

utter condemnation of Genet's

measures had pro duced his recall and caused the
utter defeat and dismay of his agents.
~he

only actual. movement of troops took place

during March, 1794, and was composed of

8.

detachment

from the Cumberland Region which had floated
join Clark.

Governor Blount of fennessee

~

to

~erritory

issued a warning, ·Should these inconsiderate persona
actually carry their scheme as far as to make any
attempt to involve the United states in a general war
they lay themselves liable to heavy pains and penalties,
both pecuniary and corporal, in case they ever
to their injured country.n l

~eturn

Regardless of Governor Blount's warning, this
party passed down the Cumberland to its mouth in the
hope8 of joining Clark. 2 But this CllIIiberland party
soon got into trouble.

A£ter they had constructed a

fort at the mouth of the Cumberland, they had nothing to
do but wai t and while they waited "they determined to
stop and detain and plunder all boats tha,t should be

1. American HIstorical Association Report, Vol. I (1896),
p.

2.

-

1037.

Ibid., pp. 1039, 1062, 1071, 1072. (One person said
there were tWent7-one in this groupi the Spaniards
said there were 200; Clark in his statement of expenses
to the French Government said he paid a captain, a
lieutenant and 100 men at the mouth of the cumberland
$1,346 for three months' services.)
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.
found passing the
river. Itl Eventually the men

became listless because of inactivity. and began
to drift apart.

A remnant was scattered by the

detachment of General

Wa~' s

army which then

fortified Fort Massac further down the river.

This

was done to prevent further trouble. 2 Oonditions,
however, were considered sufficiently serious by
Washington and his Cabinet to call for the issuing
of the Neutrality Proclamation of

~ch

24, 1794,

denounoing the mad attempts of Kentuckians.

The

President declared,
Whereas, I have received inforIlB:,tion
that certain persons in Violation of the
laws have presumed, under colour, of a
foreign authority. to enlist oita,ens o:f
the United states and others Within the
state of Kentuoky. and have there assembled
an armed foroe for the invading and
plundering the territories of a nation at
peace with the United states and
Whereas, suCh unwarranted measures.
being contrary to the laws of the nations
and to the dut ies incumbent on every
citizen of the United states, tend to
disturb the tranquility of the fame and
to involve them in the calami tie s of the
war, I have therefore thought proper to
issue this Proclamation hereby solemnly
warning every person not authorised by
laws, against enlisting any citiz.en or
oitizens of the United states, or levying

1. liirioan Historioal Assooiation Report, Vol.
pp. 10'1, 10'2.
2.

I

(1896),

Rooaevelt, Theodore, Winnipg of the West, 6 Vola., Boston,
G. Putnam Sons (1896), Vol. IV; ~~
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troops or assembling any persons Within
the United states, for the purposes
aforesaid, or providing in any manner
to the execution thereof, as they will
answer the same at their peril; and I
do alao admonish and require all citisens
to refrain from enlisting, enrolling or
assembling themselves fer such unlawful
purposes, and from being in any wiae
concerned, aiding or abetting therein,
as they tender their own welfare, in as
much as all lawful means will be strictly
put in execution for securing obedienoe
to the laws, and for punishing such
1
dangerous and daring violations thereof.
The part that Isaac Shelby played as Governor
of the Commonwealth is worthy of further comment.

When

the Neutrality Law of June 6, 1794 was pas.sed declaring
-any person entering the service of a foreign state or
enlisting others should on conviotion be liable to a
fine of $100 and three years impriBonment,-

2

Kentuokians

then knew if they disobeyed such an aot. definite prooeedings would be taken against them.

U'lltil such a

law had been passed, Shelby declared that he thought his
course justifiable.

On November 16, 1794, he e2plained,

The subject beoame serious and required
the most attentive conSideration, for although
I felt no apprehension that the intended
.
expedition oould be oarried into effect, yet,
I entertained too high a senae of the obligation due to the general government to refuse

1. RI ohards on , James D., Messages and pa¥ers of the
PreSidents, 10 Vols., GOvernmen~r.rn ing O1!rOi
2.

(1896-99), Vol. I, p. 157; Kentucky Gazette, May 3,1794.

FiSh,

~ ~,

pp. 105, 106.
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the expression of any powers with which
I was not clearly invested. After the
most careful examination of the subject,
I was doubtful whether under the constitution and laws of my country, I
possessed powers so extensive as those
I was called upon to exercise. From the
necessity of passing that law (the
Neutrality Law) I infer that my doubts 8S
to the criminBlity were well founded, and
until the passage of that law the offense
had not been dis closed nor punishment
defined. l
Whatever Shelby's real purpose was in handling this
affair, he succeeded in making the Federal Government
realize the extent to which KentuCkians might go to get
what the,y believed was rightfully theirs.
The expedition against Louisiana had been
definitely given up by Fouchet, Genet's sucoessor, who
had been received by Washington, February 22, 1794.
Fouohet had stopped all wheels of activity on March 6,
1794, when he publicly denounced Clark's expedition.
HiB proclamation read:
In the name of the French Republic
Every Frenchman is forbid to violate the
neutrality of the United States and
oommissions or authorizations tending to
infringe that Neutrality are revoked and
ere to be returned to the agents of the
French Republic. 2

1. Butler,
2.

~

Cit., pp. 525, 526.
May 10, 1794.

Kentucky~zitte,
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The real dangers of the French scheme had
passed away before the Federal Government took
energetic steps, but Fouchet's proclamation did not
make the Government less conscious of the unsettled
opinion of the West, and it was announcing a policy
on such future attempts as well as definitely stopping
the present scheme.
George Rogers Clark's expedition was doomed.
Abandoned by the French 1anister and denounced by the
United states, the leaders ceased further activities.
On April 20, 1'194, Clark told Fulton "to counter!Illnd
all orders that have been issued."l

Now came the

difficul t task of trying to untangle the whole scheme
of events which had been going on for over sU: months.
Everybo~

who had put money into the scheme wanted to

be reimbursed.

Clark had not waited for the French

Government to give him the money for this undertaking,
for so great had been his faith that he had used his
own private funds with the expectation of being repaid.
Even before the whole affair bad been called off,
John Montgomery was worried about the amount of
provisions and ammunitions he had purchased in the
region of Cumberland and wrote Clark in January 1794

1. ·correspondence of Clark and Genet,· Clark to fUlton,

Amerioan Historioal Assooiation Report, Vol. I (la96),
p.

1064.
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"that these supplies have been purchased on the
credit and faith of the French nation with my
exertions.

I am ruined if neglected."l

Samuel Fulton became the chief Claim agent
for Clark and others.

On May 26, 1794, he wrote

to Fouchet explaining,
With some recommendations from
Governor Blount I went forward to
Kentucky to join General Clark. I
went through the state of Kentucky
in order to promote the business and
procure such nessecerys sic as we
should stand in need of. General
Clark and General LaChaise both being
without money, I bore my expenses out
of my own private purse, not doubting
but that the Republic of France would
repay such expenses.
His total expenditure which he presented to Fouchet
was only $292.39 .2 Fulton then went to Philadelphia
where he saw Fouchet.

On July 22, 1794, he told

Clark,
Fouchet says nothing can be done
without orders of the National Convention,
however i~ the accounts are collected and
sent in a body to the national Convention
he thinks they will be paid.
Again on July 26, 1794 Fulton wrote that Fouchet

1.
2.

"correspondence of Clark and Genet, Ii Montgomery to
C1ark t American Historical Asso,ciation Report, Vol. I
(1896), p. 1034.
Ibid., pp. 1067, 1069.
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advises me to Draw a Memorial and
Present with our demands, we are
endeavoring to make a Just statement
as is in our Power, I have McCollam l s
account, the rest we shall be oblig
to gess at. Mr. Fouchet tells me
there is no manner of Doubt but we may
Renew the expedition by applying to
the National Convention and our wish
is to get there as soon as possible.
I have refused an Appt. in the federal
army which was presented me by General
Knox. 1
The blind faith of these man refused to see.

Clark

still thought the abandoned pro ject 'WOuld be renewed,
but he prepared an expense account at Louisville and
sent it to Fulton on August 3, 1794.

He tabulated the

amount of money paid to troops, the amount paid for
provisions, boats, cannon, and sa.ndry expenses.
totaled $4,680.86 2/3.

This

On August 3, 1794, he revised

his expense account, making the total $4805.86 2/3.
Over a year later, on October 25, 1795, when Clark was
still tr.ying to get this money he had spent, he had the
above statement sworn to before the Justi ce of the
Peace, Richard C. Anderson, but records Show no evidence
of his ever collecting any of this sum. 2
That Clark was in need of money and that Fulton
was doing everything in his power to get Clark's money

1.
2.

Ibid.
lbId., Fulton to Clark, p. 1084.

--------
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refunded and the money of other KentuCkians is
shown through oorrespondenee.

On August 28, 1794,

Fulton wrote from Philadelphia that
I have used every means in my power
for to induoe Mr. Fouohet to Send you
some money to releave your alI8diate want s,
and to grant me passage to Franoe and a
Smll sum of money to Defray "IIW expenses
as my needs are great Meeting with a
Disappointment the absenoe of Governor
Blount.
Fulton said that he would go to the National Convention
if I could obtain money on no other Terms
that I had liberty to Draw on you for one
thousand aores of land. If you would
aocept the bill I was oertain that I might
be safe in Sinoe
Fouohet had thought
fi t to writ e you.

p.

Clark probably financed Sam Fulton's trip to
Franoe, for he went to paris to present these bills to
the National Convention.

From Nantes on November 8.

1794, Fulton wrot e Clark
You may rest assured that I shall Do
eavery thing in "IIW power to obtain indemnefyoation to you and all those that have
suffered by the Disappointment. If we are
able to obtain a renuel of the eJq)edition
I Shall return early inthe Spring and
settle myself somewhere near you. 2

1.

2.

Ibid., p. 1086.
Ibid., p. 1085.
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still Fulton expected" a renewal of the
expedition for on February 13, lV95, from Paris
he wrote,
I do assure you in Confidenc e that
the free navigation of the Mlssissippi
will be obtained either by SWord or by
treaty, and I be1eave by the former.
If so I shall be able to inform you by
the next opportunity if the Expedition
be renewed I shall amediately Set out
for Kentucky. If it is not, it is
probable that I shall not be with you
before Fall.
Letters continued.

Finally on April 12, ]!'ul ton tGld

Clark he had succeeded in getting the bills recognized
but due to the fact that the.y were not certified by
the French Minister they Were never paid. l
Clark did not seem to be exasperated at the delay
in the settlement of his Claims.

He even continued to

believe the e%pedition might be renewed for on November
2, IV95, he wrote to the Committee of Public safety that

the people still sympathized With France and "no
opposition would be made in this quarter th&t would stop
their Career were they again put into motion.-

He added

that "the peculiar situation of Kentuclty is such that
their only natural. Door to Foreign Commerce is the
Mississippi.

1.

They despair ever getting it opened through

-Ibid., pp. 1088, 1089.
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the mediation of the present ~rioan Ministry."l
However, by April 4, 1796, when hI ton wrote to ask
for a draft of $300, Clark had given up any hope of
being reimbursed for he realiaed conditions in the
United states had

80

changed that a second expedition

was out of t he question. 2
George Rogers Clark's project bad failed,
partly because of the aotive opposition of the Federal
Government, partly beoause of Genet's rashness and the
failure of the French Gover.nment to support the plan
With adequate system and financial resources, and
partly, no dollht, because Kentuckians, even though
their sympathies were with France, were reluctant and
oonservative about giVing contributions sufficient to
get the expedition started before Genet's actual recall.
The rapid rise and rapid deoline of the Demeratic
Societies showed the fluotuations of KentuCky opinion.
The role and significance of these societies will be
next considered.

1. Clark to committee
2.

o~ Public Safety, lriirican Historioal Association Retort, Vol. I (1896), p. 1086.
Ibid., claik to FU ton, pp. 1086, 1087.

OR&PTER III

THE ROLE 0]' THE DEMOORATIC SOCIETIES
DURIBG CLARK'S EN!ERPRISE

CHAP~R

III

!HE ROLE OP fHE DDOCRA!rIO SOOIETBS

DURING CLARK'S ENTERPRISE

Kentuckians had felt the contagion of the
political excitement which was being manifested in
Europe ever since she entered the union in 1792.
fhere was an attachment from the beginning, to that
)'rench cry of "Liberty," for Kentuoky had several
complaint. aga1nst the Federal Government which had
not been erased when she became a state.

WIny

Kentuckians fought to defend the Northwest and Southwest

~erritories

aga1nst the Indians.

st. Clair'.

defeat in 1'191 had 81ena1ised the failure of the
government' s efforts to protect the frontier.

The

frontiersmen felt that not only were they not protected,
but that the people of the new-born Western state, had
the added heavy burden of the excise tax on distilled
liquors.

!he West was pe;-ing taxes on the 8ame basia

as the rest of the nation, but the benefits derived
from the expendi t1ll"e of the national f1mds was not being
felt there. l The Kentucky people, too, in addition to
their broad sentimental attaohment for J'rance had an
intensified hatred for England, another reason for

1. Connelley, I. I. and CoUlter, I. K., Ristorf of xentUO~t

5 Vols., Chioago, American HistorIea
.

foLI (1922). p. 318.

lOoIify.
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desiring to enter into the conflict.

·~h.

Spaniards

who still held Louisiana and refused to grant to the
United states the free navigation of the MisB1salppi
River, were allied with England in the war against
:l'rance; and it was :felt that only by joining with
Franae and crushing this du81 league, was there 8D7
hope of opening up the natural highway, so essential
to the prosperity of the .est."l

Impatieme with the

Washington administration and deep s;ympath;y wit h :l'ranoe
were the prevalent moods.

These sentiment. were

deepened by a strong anti-J'ederalist attitude in
domestio politios. for moat KentuCkians believed that
J'ederaliat usurpation was tending to establish.aD
aristocratic government. and endanger the righta of
the states.!
To the plain

m~,

WaShington's neutrality pro-

olamation waa most puzzling.

The Government, he waa

told, had determined to remain neutr81 in the struggle
between Eritain and Franoe.

He assooiated the first

wi th tyranny, bloodshed, with Indian massacres; for
the latter he felt greatest gratitude.

Why

was the

Government so afraid to offend a power which at that

1. YOElroy, Robert iClUtt, KentuokY in the Hation'.
Risto?, lIew York. Moffat.· yard aiicI' trompan;y (1909).
p. 16 •
2. Smith, Z. F., The History of Kentucky. Louisville,
Pran tica Pre ss('1'901 J, p. '!fS.
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very moment insolently held the American forts in
the Northwest and forbade American merchants to
trade at its porta?

He could not help

w~ing

success

to the power that hurled scorn in the face of England.

1

Early in March, 1793, the contagion of ,rench
sentiment was manifested in the United states by the
establishment of a Democratic Society at Philadelphia
patterned after the Jacobin Club in paris.

2

~ithin

a

week after Genet entered Philadelphia on May 16, a few
shrewd politicians who saw how strong the publio feeling
was toward Prance, determined to use it for political
purposes.

~ey

accordingly made haste to draw up the

constitution of the Society.

fh~

forbade the words

'Sir' and 'humble se"ant I to be used in their
proceedings and decreed that whoever paid down fifty
cents and signed their consti til. tion should be a memer.
Peter S. Du Poneeau, an officer of the Continental. A.rIa7
and the best known 'renabman in Philadelphia, was
secreta17 and among prominent members was Alexander J.
Dallas, pennsylvania's Secreta17 of state. n3 !he
Democratic Society at Philadelphia had for ita avowed
purpoee "to help hance combat the combined monarchies

1. DOlistera, Ope Cit., Vol. II. p. 108.

2. Marshall, O~CIt:7 Vol. II, p. 85, appendix.
3. MCMasters,
.-nrt •• Vol. II, p. 109.
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of Europe and to prevent America from next falling
prey to these powers."

1

However, "the real object

of the society, of whioh Dallas was the most bUS1
member. was to control the politics of Pennsylvania
and to re-elect Governor Mifflin.· 2
Shortly after its organisation, the Democratic
SOCiety sent out circulars announcing its purposes
and proclaimed itself as "the protectors and patrons
of the people's right and liberties; which were in
danger from their own government."

By the middle of

July the mail bage were filled with copies of the

constitution of this society addressed to prominent
citi••ns in JJl8.n7 counties and
nation.

to1t'JlS

throughout the

A circular accompanied the constitution

urging the formtion of new societies on the e,ame
model.

!he circular read:Any man must see the present crisia
is a most intereeting one in America.
!he monarchical confederation in Europe
is transcendant in power and unparalleled
in iniquit,.. If france falls then America.
the only depository of Liberty wSll not
be long suffered to enjoy peace.
.

1. Coulter, !. Merton, HNavIgatIon of the iississIppI,"

MiSSissippi Vallez Historical Review, Published b,.
1t1ssissippi Va11:e7 Historiea! ISsGelation, Vol. XI
(192~-25). p. 378.
2. UClastera,~. Cit •• p. 109.
3. !B!!•• p. lID7 -r!aken from Manuscripts of the 80cietJ
preserved in the Library of the Historical SOCiety of
Pennsylvania. )
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Bur foreign dangers were not the only ones
which needed attention.

"Seeds of doubt had taken

root in America and because of these presBlng evils
subscribers had been led to form 'The Democratic
Society of pennsylvania.,,,l So active were the
members of this first SOCiety in spreading their
letters that by the end of the sUDlDl9r fifteen states
had similar organizations.!

f.he,r were bitterly

opposed to Washington's administration with regard
to both foreign and domestio affairs 3 for they
denounced exois., condemned neutrality, praised
Genet, and found fault in general with the J'ederal
government.

4

Even in

the \fest, however, ID8Dy upheld

the administration of WaShington, regardless, of the
attaoks made upon it.
At the state house in Lexington on Saturday,
April 17, 1793, citizens of Richmond, Kentucky, met,
discussed, and unanimously voted upon resolutions
regarding the President's proclamation of April 22,
1'91.

Over the protest of a few individuals, the

following resolutions were passed:-

1. jOlistera,
2.
3.

4.

~

Cit., p. 110.

Ibid., p. lIr; ----

llCIrro7, ~ Cit., p. 168.
McDster&-;cfp • .Q!.h, p. 112.
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1. That it 18 the interest and duty of
the t1n1ted states to conform to the
several. Bubsisting treaties. and to
maintain a strict neut ral.i ty tOW'srd
the belligerent p~ers of Europe.
2. That our illustrious fellOif 0 it izen,
George Washington, to whose eminent
services. great talents. and exalted
virtues all AmeriCla pays just tribute,
has given an additional proof of hi.
watohful attention to his own duty
and the ..elfare of this country by his
Proolamation notifying that these
united states are in perfect neutrality
Wi th respeot to the belligerent pourers
of Europe and enjoining our oit iSena
to an observanoe thereof.
3. That it is our dut y as well as our
interest to oonduct ourselves to the
principles expressed in the said Proolama tion and to use our best endeavors
to prevent any infringement of them by
others. and we hereby declare it is our
firm intent ion to do so. ~
J.

committee oonsisting of J. Marshall, C. Braxton,

A. Ronald, J. M. Clarg, A. campbell, and J. Iteele was
appointed to draw up an addreBs embodying theBe resolution••
The resolutions themselves seemed to indioate that these
KentuCkians respeoted Washington's Neutrality ProolSMation
and expeoted to obey it to the letter, but they also
believed that the existing treaty with Irenoe should be
obeyed to the letter.

In other words, they expected to

interpret the proclamation so that they could be 8aid to

1. g!ntuoli Gazette, Ootober 1, 1193.
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be neutral, yet hold to the treaty with 'ranoe.
When the committee returned, Mr. Marshall read the
address which stated:1. That the constitution of our oountq
haa provided a proper and adequate
mode of oomnm.nication between the
United states and foreign nationa,
or their ministers, whereby the Benee
of the United states, or any foreign
nations on any subjects conoerning
either may be reoeiTed.
2. That if at anytime thiB is abused and
the Supreme he out i ve of these Unit ed
states Should misconstrue treaties,
violate laws, or oppose the Sense of
Union there exist. aaong the people of
Amerioa without intervention of foreiga
ministers aiaoonoernment to detect the
abuse and ability to correct the misohief.
3. !hat any oommunioation of :foreign
ministers on national subjeots, With the
citizens of the United states or any of
them otherwise than through the constituted
authorit y, 8Jl7 interferenoe of a foreign
minister ~thout administration, anJ
intrigue of a foreign minister with the
poli tioal partie s of this oountry would
violate the laW8 and usages of nations,
would be a high indignity to the Government of the people of .!me rioa end would
be a great and just oause of alarm aa it
would be at onoe a dangerous introduction
of foreign influenoe and might, too,
probably, lead to the introduction o:f
foreign gold and foreign armies With their
fatal consequenoes dismemberment and
partition. l

1. fentucEi Ga.ette, October I, 1793.
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!h1s meet1ng was obviously a group of
Federa11sts, for arguments in newspapers and d18putes 1n taverns concerning ftshington cont1nued
and the people became greatly excited.

1

An 1ncident that oocurred on August 17, 1793,set off a new outburst of indignat10n aga1nst Spain.
An Amer1can 'Vessel b.uilt on the upper Ohio waa

captured by the Spanish during her voyage from Philadelphia to New Orleans.

!he Kentucky Gazette expressed

the feeling of the West in stat1ng:The pretended exc1usive right ot
Spain to the navigation of the Mississippi
i8 founded on no prinCiple ot equity or
natureJ. just1ce. Shall a oountry of more
extent than any of the kingdoms of Europe
be debarred of its natural. right in
sending ita produce to the Bea because
Spain happens to have a small town with
a fe. subjects near the mouth of the
Mississippi? Wby Should Westerners paT
a heavy and degraded tribute to a Spaniah
officer for a lioense (ever in his power
to denr) to prooeed to aea with their
vessel and produoe under the restriotions
of making such vessels Spanish bottOd,
whiCh subjeots than to be seilable by the
armed ships of lrance?2
The oonduot of the horde of petty Spanish offioials had
become more overbear1ng and exasperating than ever.

It

a captain got as far as Bew Orleans with his oargo the

1. ioliiters,
2.

p

~ cIt., p. 120.
Kentuclq Gu---ett8,'"'15'ctober 12, 1793.
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whole cargo must be landed on the levee.

-When

this was done a duty 0'1 fifteen per cent was exacted
of its :full value, the goods forbidden to be sold,
and if the captain wi she d to take them away he must
P'\V another duty 0'1 8ix per cent for leave to re-sh1p
them.

In other words, twenty-one per cent was taken

by the Spaniards from the value of every piece of
American property they suffered to go out of the
JI18s1ssippi. "1
On August 28, 1793. just eleven days after the

seizure of this ship, a Democratic Olub was organised
at Lexington, Kentucky, for the avowed purpose of
asserting the rights of the Western people to navigate
the Mississippi River.

2

John Bradford, editor of the

KentuckY Gasette, stated in 1803, "I was not only a
member of this society, but the one who proposed its
formation and I know that the leading and. I believ.,
the ostensible object in forming the society was to
endeavor to mature some plan to induce the General
Government to use their best endeavors to procure the
'Ire. navigation of the MIssissippi River. 3
Six days later a meeting was held 8lI.d the

1. IbDistera,
2.
3.

OPe Cit., p. 143.
(1 description of one
of these passes may be seen in American Daily
Advertiser, August 24, 1793 - Quoted in MCMasters, ibid.)
!he aeaure of the s;hip, in all probability. had n o relation to the forming of the south for the Kentuckl
Gazette lid not oarry the story of the Ship's seizure
until Ootober 12, 1793.
Innes, MBS., Vol. 19, No. 65-1, Kentucky state Historieal
Society. Frankfort.
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organization completed.

This society proceeded to

the election of officers and named John BreCkinridge,
ohairman; John Bradford and Robert fodd, vice chairmen; fhom8a Todd and Thomas Bodley, olerks; Alexander
MCGregor, treasurer; and William Mnrray, James Hughea,
James Brown, James Jioore, and Robert fedd, a comIni ttee
of correspondenoe.

A oircular letter was prepared and

distributed throughout the state calling on the people
of various counties to organize similar societies.
The circular letter stated that "the people have the
exclusive right of framing and altering their forms of
GOTer.nmen t - and "it behoo.:ves the people to watoh the
conduct of their
GOTernment."l

o~tlcers

in every department of

The letter continue d, "The Rights of Man, .

the prinCiples of a GoTernment formed to proteot thoae
rights, and to insure to our fellow citizens our latent
posterity, the blessing of freedom and equality, were
the objects of our political deliberations; Prance haa
since caught that glorious flame."

fhi. society at

LeXington beoame known as the Kentucky Demooratio
Sooiety and was followed before the end of 1793, by two
other societies, one at pariS and one at Georgetown.
!he society at PariS was organised on October 15.

1. tintuo§, Gazette, August 31, 1193.
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1793, after a public advertiSement was issued
telling the citizens of Bourbon County that Blch
a club as the one at LeXington was to be formed.
Iaaac Riddle waa elected chairman and Mr. John
Boyd, clerk. l

J4'r.

All three societies demanded the opening of
the Mississippi in numerous addresses, pUblications,
and rel!lOluticns.

n.e right to naVigate thiB river

was the subject of passionate declamation in the
clubs and violent expositicn in p~ers.2 Distrust
of the intentions

o~

the federal government was

constantly fanned by the members of the Democratio
Boci.ties.
Agitation over the Mississippi caused Kentuckians
to react favorably to the frenCh soheme against Louisiana,
but the primary motive of the societies was to seoure
the right of the river.
resolutions

o~

Artioles in the Gazette, and

the olubs were permeated with thi8 thought.

At the meetings members would f!P into a committee of the
whole and voice their opinions on the all-absorbing
question and at intervals pass resolutions directed to the
people of the West, to KentuCky, to Congress, to the
PreSident.

n.ez were clamoring t :tor example, on November 11,

1. Riles of Organisation, kentuoki Gazette, August 31, 119B.
2. Kentuoky
, Gazette, November 2, 79S.
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1793, to be relieved of restraint the,y felt was
unbearable.

!he Lexington Sooiety expressed its

belief that the efforts of the Government were too
f.eble to obtain any settlement and that if something
were not done to bring them satisfaction they would
have "to use those means to effeot it with which we
have been furnished by God and Nature."

!he,y demanded

that they be allowed to go peaceably "with an American
bottom properly registered and cleared into the sea
through the channel of the Mississippi."

T.h~

were

fighting for the life of their country and, &s they
repeatedly mentioned, "the posterity of their ohildraa."

1

!hey cried out their grievances again on

DeceDi>er 13, 1793, when 'they f'ozmulated mother address
Signed by John
~OD8S

~reOkinridge,

ohairman; attested by

Todd and Thomas Bodley, olerks, and entitled

"!o the Inhabitants of the United states West of the
Alleghany and Appalachian Mountains" and printed it for
distribution throughout the western country.

Here they

declared: "This D8asure is not dictated by party or
faction -- it i8 the oonaequence of unavoidable necessity.
It has beoome

80

from the negleot shown by the general

Government, to obtain for the cit1.s,ens interested therein,

1. Kentucki Gazett., liy 11; 1194, Appendix.

9'1

the navigation of the Mi88i88iPpi. wl

They believed

this right to the outlet of the !liSSi8Sippi was Godgiven and must be seoured now, not only for themselves,
but for their ahiliren.

-The navigation of the

Mississippi was solemnly given and oonfirnad b7 Great
Britain to the citizens of the United states by the
provisional articles entered into at Paris between the
two nations.·!

The address prooeeded to say that "more

than six years have elapsed Since the new Federal
Government suooeeded the old Confederation and during
that time this right has been denied."

It stated that

repeated memorials had been presented to Congress which
had been treated With negleot.

"Money is; to be taken

from us by an odious excise: but the means of our
obtaining our just right is denied.

In the meantime,

our brethren on the ea8tern waters, possess every
advantage which nature or contract has given them.Furthermore they bel.ieved the East wishe d to retard the
growth of the Weat. for the address cont inued:
It seems the objeot of that policy
to prevent the population of th18 country,
which would draw from the eastern states
their industrious cit is ens. We ought to

I.
2.

lintucillla•• tt•• Diy I'. 1794.
Ses,
., VOl. 19, No. 84. Kentucky state Historical
Sooiety. ~rankfort.
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therefore be on our guard. and watchful
to seize the first favorable opportunit7
to gain our objeot. In order to ao this
our union should be perfeot and lastins
as possible. We propose that sooieties
should be formad in convenient districts
in every part of the western oountry, who
ahall preserve a oorresponlenoe upon thia
and every other subjeot of general conoern.
By means of these societies .e shall be
enabled to speedily know, what may be the
result of our endeavora - to oonsalt upon
such. further meaaureS as may be neoessary
to preserve union, and finally by these
means to seoure success.
The whole tone of this address showed hopelessness so far as expecting enything from Philadelphia.
Kentuokians felt that the

DR ti onal

Government

di d

no",

recognize the importanoe of thia question to the West.
ne address intimated that at some future time the
inhabit.ants of the West might look to theuselyes for
relief.

However. Bradford stated in 1808, that he

was present at practically every meeting of the sooiety
and there was "never a proposition made to separate the
Western Oountr7 from the Pederal GOTernmen t when I was
present or that oame to DIl' knowledge, or no resolution
to separate the western States from the Eastern 8tates."2
~he

resolutions of Deoember 13,

1793~

were only veiled

threats and no suggestions of that nature Were openly
made.

1.
2.

Ibid.

I§l!.

·.
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John

Br.ckinri~ge,

the ohairman of this

meeting, mailed ciroulars.entitl.d "The Democratio
Sooiety's Address,· atating:
By means of these soOi.t~.8t ....
shall b. enabled speedily to know what
may be the result of our endeavors to
consult upon suob further measures as
may b. n.cessary. to preserve union
and finally by th.se m.ans to secure
success. Rem.mber that it is a common
cause whiCh ought to unit. us, that the
caUS8 is undoubtedly just, that ourselves and posterity are interested,
that the Cris i8 is favorable. and that
it is only by union that the object oan
be achieved.l
.
!rhe President in his message to Congress on

.

D.cember 5, 1793, stated that the negotiations with
Spain should be the subj.ct of a confidential communioation.

y.t the West was still skeptical.

A speoial

section of the Gazette .ntitl.d "The Crisis" present.d
the following commentary:
If eyer a free people have been
more degraded and insulted or born.
degradation and in~lt with a more
submissive patienoe, than you, ye people
of Kentuckyl let an example b. produced.
fo s.aroh for it in the Government of
despots would be fruitless, for though
partieJ.i ty and oppr.ssion are there
found, yet they are div.sted of duplicity.
and the oppr.ssors and oppressed understand
.ach other. Th. latter expeot what they

1. 1l8i'sheJ:l, 2Ii!,.Clt., Vol. II,
_

10, 1'194;

p. 111;

kentucki Gizette,
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receiYe and are mortified, or
disappointed. fo free men, the mortification, and disappointment are
exquisi te; because having no right to
calculate on partiality or oppression,
the actual experience of either is
intolerable. From the Government you
have nothing to even hope. !he,y never
did intend - nor Will they ever invest
you with the right of the Mississippi.
Its procurement depends solely upon
ourselves. And this my fellOW citi.ens.
is the crisis - the critical moment.
Louisiana. groaning under oppression and
tyranny. is imploring you With uplifted
hands. To those remaining veteran
patriots, whose footsteps .e followed to
the distant desert, and who by their
blood and toil have converted it into a
amiling and delightful country. we now
look up. Under your guidance 'lfe fought.
we bled, and we conquered this countr,y;
under your guidance we still wish to
fight, and bleed. while &Jq appendage to
its complete enjoJ'Dl8nt remains to be
procured. strength. courage. and firmness.
are now at your service, ready to be
directed by your experience and wisdom.
Our 1iTe8 our fortunes we are free to
hazard in the attempt -- and so long aa
we can wield a sword, or raise & shilling.
they shall, if you lead the way. be a.voted
to the procurement of this right. l
Indeed a crisis was at hand. fOr if Kentuckians
felt keen enough to fight for the MiSSissippi and to
join France against Louisiana, the whole union was
menaced.

Genet's agents had been in Kentucky since

November and they stimulated an already infuriated
faction.

1.

Dissatisfaction and discord were everywhere.

Eah811, Ope .Q!h, p. 111.
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!rhese Westerners were exasperated and meant to deal
with the Spaniards themselves.

!rhe Democratio

Sooiety of Lexington planned to send a test boat
down the 1l18sissippi to Bee what would happen.

But

they wanted to be aure that such an attempt met the
approval of George Mnter, Judge of the District Oourt.
On December 31, 1'93, the

Co~ttee

of Correspondenoe

consisting of William MUrray, James Hughes, James
Brown and James MOore wrote him stating "Enclosed find
the Resolution of the Demooratic Sooiety on which we
are direoted to request your sentiments and should you
approve it we promise ourselves that you will assist in
oarrying it into effeot.-

Judge MUter apparently did

not favor the projeot, for the test boat was never sent.

1

When President WaShington issued his proolamation
to Kentuckians warning them against the violation of
neutrality (March 24, 1'94), it immediately became the
target of ridicule by members of the Demooratio Sooiety.
"A

Man

of Peaoe" addressed himself to John

Bradford and asked:
Oan you inform me who oould have told
the President of the United states that
some oitisens of thia state were assembling
for the purpose of plundering them, there is
not a man in Kentucky who would not diTide

1. Innes, lis., Vol. lOS, Kentucki Historica! society,
Frankfort.
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with them the half loaf. It oan not be
the British for you know there is a
treatl of leait between us and that
nation, an a hough their allies, the
Indians, are outting our throats every
day and oarrying off our wives and
children and other trifles, and are
obliged to take Detroit in their way
as they pass and repass, yet how oan the
British Nation help that? It oan not be
the Spaniards. for we have a treaty of
peaoe with that nation also. It must be
ta. Greeks! In order to obtain the navigation of this river We s.hould never
attaok these peaoeable people. but Should
petition Congress. That i$ the proper
ohannel. state your purpose and situation
and appeal to their justioe and publio
spirit. But wh7 be urgent in the
business -- has not, in short, everything
been done exoept effeoting the very th1ng
itaelf? If, therefore, Mr. Bradford, the
people of the West have got into their
heads that they have a right to the
navigation of the Mississipp1, let the.
send petitions to Congress in the way I
have d1reoted and I do hereby pledge
~self to the good people of this oountr,r
and do venture moat poa1tively. that
Congress will most oertainly on their
petitiOn! being presented order them to
be READ.
Suoh was the sp1rit of the members of the Democratio
Sooieties with their tri-colored cookades and their
hostility to the Federal Government dnr1ng the time Clark
was planning to proceed against Louisiana.
continued.

Letters

Late in March. the Kentuoky Demooratic Society

sent a list of remonstranoes to the members of the

1. Kentucki Gazette. Diy 17, 1794.
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Democratio Society of Washington, Pennsylvania,
and on April 8, 1794. Breckinridge reoeived a reply.
This reply shows the spirit of cooperation whioh
existed between members of various societies, for
any grievance was a common oause.

The reply read:

The Remonstrance drawn up by the
Democratic Sooiety of Kentuoky was
laid before the Demooratic Sooiety
of this plaoe, by David Bradford,
our Vice President; several members
opposed the adoption of the precise
form, as inapplicable in our respects
to the Washington Democratic Sooiety;
but rather suited to the people o~ the
Western Country generally, andin one
particular to the members of Kentuoky
only - however, the form so presented
was adopted and signed and is to b.
sent to the President of the United states
and a duplicate to General William Irvin,
member of the House of Representatives
from· this State in order to be laid
before Congress in case the President
should omit layinf the one presented him
before that body.
These societies were working together.

Even though

the list of remonstrances did not directly affect
WaShington, Pennsylvania, the spirit of the message did
affect them, for they admitted

~e

shall be happy to

help you procure and establish both our and your national
and personal Right.-!

1. tnn•• , 18a •• Vol.
2.

103-1. Kentucky state Historical

Sooiety, ~rankfort.
~., Vol. 104. No. II.
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Activity started with fresh vigor in May 1794,
two months after the French abandoned their plans.
KentuCkians learned of Genet's recall when LaChaise
communicated to the Democratio SOCiety on M$y 4, 1794,
stating "that causes unforeseen put a stop to the
maroh of 2000

brav~

Kentuckians, who were about to go

and put an end to the Spanish despotism on the
MiSSissippi; where Frenohmen and Kentuokians, united
under the banners of Franoe, might have made one nation
the happiest in the world;

80

perfeot was their sympath7."

He tried to console this group, however, by stating that
he would make honorable mention of them to the National
Convention of Franoe.

fbe Kentucky Demooratio SOciety's

answer read "We are not without hopes that the brave
and generous repub1io of France will lose sight of the
effecting of the possession of the Mississippi and
therefore extend from her bountiful hand, complete happiness to us and to millions unborn."2
LaChaise then took another chance.

He would not

dismiss the conquest of Louisiana from his mind and on
May 19, 1794, he wrote to the DemocratiC SOCiety stating
"even though my mission seems a failure
faith in your support.

I

still have

Why should not I have the luck of

1. IbId., Vol. 88, 10. I.
2. Ibid., Vol. SS, Bo. 2.

1
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that fanatic priest, whose name I have forgot, who
preached in Jrance and other states of Europe for
the Conquest of the Holy Land?

fhe inhabitants of

LOuisiana are assuredly more interesting than that
barren country.-l

SuCh correspondence is indicative

of the close contact LaChaise had with the members of
this organization.

However. the corresponding

Committee replied somewhat coldly that "As oitizens
of Kentucky and a part of the American Union, it waul ..
be improper at this period and in our present situation
to address the National Convention or the Executive
Council of France.

2

This group was fighting its

battle from wi thin the Union

ana. there it meant to

stay.
Genet's recall made little difference at their
meetings.

In fact, no proclamation of Fouchet or

Washington oarried the same weight with them as did
their own proclamations.

With fervor they

continued~

The resolutions adopted at Lexington on May 24. 1794,3
were of Violent oharaoter, breathing the

de~est

hostility to the general government and inviting the
citizens of various counties to hold meetings and
eleot delegates to a convention whose objeot was not

1. Ibid •• vol. 86, 10. 1.
2. Ytrl., Vol. 19, Bo. 103-1.

3. Xi"iituckl Gazette, May 31, 1794.
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precisely defined other than that of "deliberating
on steps which will be moat expedient to the attainment of our just rights."l

Not only was Spain

attacked in these resolutions, but they added "the
injuries and insults done by Great Britain to Americans, call loudly for redress and we will to the
utmost of our abilities support the general government
in any attempt to obtain redress."!
The Lexington Sooiety issued an address "fo
the Inhabitants of Western America."

Here the people

were again reminded of their grievances and the
Mississippi River navigation continued to hold first
place.

This address declared:The time has now come when We ought
to relinquish our claim to those blessings
prafered by nature, or endeavor to obtain
them at every hazard. The prinoiples of
our confederation have been totBlly perverted by our Atlantic bfethren. It i8 a
faot, incontestable that they have
endeavored to deprive us of all that can
be important to us as a people. !o you
then, the inhabitants of the West - is
reserved the display of those virtues,
onee the pride and boast of Ameriea, unoontaminated with Atlantic luxury beyond
the reach of European influence, the pampered vultures of commercial oountries
have not found access to your retreat.
Reflect that you may be the glorious
instruments in the hands of proTidenoe of
relieving the galling chains of slavery,
your brethren of Louisiana. 3

1. fintuo§ GHette, July 12, 1194.
2,
1.
3. Innes, MBS., Vol. 103, 110. I.
4.

Marshall,.2l1!..Q.!i:.. p. 113.
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These resolutions were printed on handbills
and distributed throughout the state.

Here was an

idea capable of producing revolutionary results.
On June 9, the citizens met again at the state House
at Lex1llgton to prepare a list of reroonstrances to
the President of the United states and to Congress.
Great Britain was attacked and Spain was asked to
"acknowledge the right of the Citiz:ens of the United
states to the free and uninterrupted navigation of
the MiSSiSsippi."l At Paris on June 16, 1'194. the
Democratic Sooiety appointed Messrs. John Allen,
Thomas Jones, JaDeS Smith, and Riohard Henderson to
read the resolutions and if they approved the same,
to recommend them to the people, to elect two men in
the bounds of every militia company in this count;y to
meet at the court house, thereof, as a oount7
oo~ttee

agreeable to the 13th Resolution of the

Lexington Sooiet;y.2

Meetings were called in other

counties, but because of oiroumstanoes whioh followed,
nothing much was done and this partioular plan must
have vanished into thin air.
Whether the Democratic SOCiety gave financial

1. Kentuoki iazette, July 12, 179'.
2. ill-.
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aid to Clark, as well as indirect aid through
speecheg, addresses, and newspaper articles is not
olear.

It is doubtful whether this group dtrectl;y

affiliated itself with General Cl§rk and hiB enterprise, but man;y active members of the Kentucky
Democratio Societ;y were among the subscribers to
Clark's expedition.

John Breckinridge. according to

a report made by Sam Fulton on March 29, 1?94, had

gi ven six pounds, James Trotter and Andrew Holmes had
subscribed ten pouna. and fifty pounds of powder, and
John Bradford had pledged three pounds.

Levi fodd

and Thomas Todd had given six and ten pounds respectively.l
The report prepared for the French GOTernment by FUlton
shows that both ammunition and mone;y Game from various
members of the Society, although no records ahow that
actual subscriptions were made by the SOCiety itself.
ClarkIa letter to Genet on April 28, 1794 (alread7
referred to), asked that he try his utmost to secure
money spent by him for the Frenoh cause and stated that
members of the Democratic SOCiety of Kentucky

who

haa.

advanced ammunition were anxious to have their mone;y
refunded. 2

1. American state lapers, Foreign Relations,Voi.
2.

I, p. 460.
George Rogers ciark to Genet, American Historical Review.
Vol. XVIII (1913), pp. '81, 782.
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All during the time that George Rogers
Clark was making preparations to seize Louisiana,
the influenoe of the Kentuoky Demooratic Society
'Was undoubtedly felt, but this influenoe was not
great enough to oause Clark's enterprise to suoceed.
From the beginning, the one aim of the Society was
to free the Mississippi.
a means toward an end.

Clark's projeot was only
In helping Clark to exeoute

his plans, however, the Sooiety failed, for long
before Genet was recalled Clark was ready, but
there was no money.

"That hundreds of Kentuckian.

414 not take down their guns. leave the state and
seize every SpaniSh town along the ooast from New
1l.8drid to New Orleans t was due to a lack of what in
the language of the West was knoVlll aa 'Chink,·l

It

is evident that Kentuokians who contributed in the
FrenCh soheme wanted something definite in return.
Those who were Willing to fight wanted money or
land and the financl al. oontributions oounted on by
Genet were not forthcoming.

The Kentucky Democratio

Sooiety's failure to give Clam the money he needed
may have been due to several oauses.

Perhaps the

influence of the Federalists and the neutral stand of

1. IClistera, Ope .211:., VOl. II, p. 1413.
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Washington influenced some.

Some, no doubt,

realized that France might be a worse neighbor
than Spain.

Finally the Democratio Society was

possibly more interested in attracting attention
at Philadelphia and crying out ita grievances than
in Clark's enterprise, whiCh seemed at all times
to attraot more attention in the East than it did
in the state. Whatever the causes, the KentuckJ
Democratic Society failed to help Clark.

Hia cause

was doomed - but not the enthusiasm of this SoCiety.
!heir work was to continue for they had actually
lost nothing.

Their aim and the aim of the French

was not the same - theirs was the grievance of the
Mississippi and it was still theirs to see through.

CHAPTER IV
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CHAPTER IV
THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES AND THEIR ATTITUDE
TOWARD THE PINCKNEY .ADD JAY TREATIES
In

such a welter of intrigue, with Democratio

Clubs in their violent publioations denounoing the
~ederal

GoYernment, there was imminent danger that the

West might relapse into a 8:tate of anarch7 unless satisfied.

In the eyes of many Easterners, Kentuckians were

beginning to assume a position soaroely less menaoing
than that of the Frenoh, British, or Spaniards, for
with the addresses, resolutions and vigorous expressions
of opinions it was evident that Bo_thing must be done.
John Breokinridge. ohairman of the Demooratic Sooiet7
at Lexington, was generally responsible for the language
of most of the resolutions of the Democratic Societ7 at
Lexington and many thought as John Nicholas when he
wrote "I must tell you that your old friends to the Eastward oondemn 70U a li ttle for your warmth, while theY-7
apprOYe of your republioan diSposition."l
The

Anti-~ederali8t

sentiment in Kentucky, whioh

had been so pronounoed from the first, was sure to
oontinue as long as the British were allowed to keep

1. Breoilnrldge,

iSs.

(1794), Jil7 11, 1794.
COlUlelly and Coulter, 2lt!. Q,lli, Vol. I, p. 350.
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possession of their military posts in the Northwest.
and so long as Spain was permitted to impede the
progress of the West by interfering with the free
use of the Mississippi RiTer; for just so long might
the lederal Government expeot unstinted abuse from
Kentucky people.

~ese

life and present safetr.

questions concermd her da11r
KentuCky's estimate of the

Federal Government depended in the last analysis upon
a solution of her grievances.

People in Kentuoky

believed a satisfactory adjustment of these problems
was a pretty
England had

~air

~ailed

test of the government's efficienoy.
to keep her treaty agreement and

Spain felt she had been unfairly dealt with when
England and the United States had agreed upon a secret
clause in the Treaty of 1783, providing that the yazoo
Creek should be the northern boundary of West Florida
in

oase England should succeed in holding it, but the

thirty-first parallel in oase West :B'lorida should go
to spain. l "Hia Catholic Majesty was. therefore. in no
mood to grant concessions for he still hoped to use his
control over the MiSSissippi River a8 a leTer to cut
off the Western settlements

fr~m

the Union. and to annex

1. '18ke. Johi, The Crltic81 Period of tmirloan

Historl, Houghton mfflln CompSJ'17,lfew York, p. 208.
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them to his own vast doDdnions of Amerioa.- 1 Of
the two matters, the free navigation of the
Mississippi was of greater importanoe to KentuokJ
and the fact that the federal government found it
nece.sary to arrange matters with England first
1f8.S

exceedingly distasteful.

Under the wise

management of Genet'. sucoessor. Fouohet, lrench
enthusiasm had reawakened and With it had come a
more intensified hatred of the British. 2
To the indignation aroused by the refusal. of
the

federal government to keep treaty faith with

~ranoe

and by the 'ederalist partiality to the !ritish,

had been added a long list of outrageous !r1tish
impressments wi th brutal. treatment of the Amerioan
seaman on the high seas and the confiscation of
Amerioan ships and cargoes.

This was a national problem.

however Demooratic Societies in KentuokJ were too keealy
interested in any policy of the federal government not
to feel that aotion of Congress might direotly affect
the inhabitants of this S'tate.

When on March 20, 1794,

Congress laid an embargo for thirty days on all vessela
in Amerioan ports bound for a foreign port and then on

1. ItCMro7t Op, cit., p. 186.
2.

-

Ibid.
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April 18, extended it to thirty days longer,
Kentuokians waited anxiously to see w~t would
happen. 1 "The day after the embargo was laid.
Jonathan Dayton of Bew Jersey moved in Congress
to sequester 811 monies due to the British oreditors
and apply it towards indemnifying· ship owners for
losses incurred through the orders of Council.

n_

the debate had gone for several days the discussion
was postponed; these resolutions abandoned and a new
set brought in.

On April 21, Republicans made a

resolution to suspend all commercial intercourse
With Great Britain until the western posts should be
given up and indemnity be paid for the injuries to
American commerce in the violation of the rights
neutrals. 2 These r ••olutions state:-

o~

Whereas, the injuries Which have
been SUffered, and may be Buffered by
the United States, from the violations
committed by Great Britain on their
neutral rights and" commercial interests,
as well as from her failure to execute
the seventh article of the Treaty of
Peaoe, render it expedient, for the
interest of the United states, that the
oommerciaL intercourses between the two
countries should not continue to be
carried on in the extent at present
allowe4.

1.

Butler, Mann, History of the Commonwealth of Kentuoq,
Wiloox Dickerman and cOinpSii7 (18M), pp. 211', 257.
American state P8\ers, foreign Relations, Tol. I, p. 429.
DEMiStera, ~ 01 ., Vol. II, pp. 185, 186.
American HilitOrIOil' Review, JlacJl11la:n Company (1901), (1898)
Cbapter XI.
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Resolved, that from and after the
first day of Bovember next, all
oommeroial interoourse between the
oitizens of the United States and the
subjeots of the King of Great Britain,
or the oitizens or subjeots of any
other nation, 80 far &a to the same
respeota artioles of the growth or
manufaoture of Great Britain or Ireland
shall be prohibited. l
In thia oriais, WaShington deoided to send to
England a speoial envoy.

Hamilton had been Washington's

first ohoice, but he had exoited bitter enemies and on
Hamil ton's reoommendation Chief Justioe John Jay, was
nominated on April 16, 1794 for the miSSion. 2

fhree

days later the Senate oonfirmed the nomination. 3

Jay

knew the entire history of our relations with Great
Britain, for, not on1g had be been a oomadssioner at
the making of the treaty of 1783, whose violations were
to be the subject of the prospeotive negotiations, but
by reason of oooupying subsequently for a number of
years the offioe of Seoretary of Foreign Affairs, he
had been oalled upon to follow olosely the progress of
it. exeoution.

On the twelfth of M$y he sailed out of

the harbor of Bew York on the Ship "Ohio" and landed
the eighth of June at Falmouth. 4

1. lrini1s of donlSess, Iprl1 21, 1794 (passed April 20,
2.

1'" -

Yeaa.
; lays, 34).
Lodge, HeDry Cabot, Editor, Works of Hamilton, 5 Vols.,
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Comp8D.7 (ma3), Vol. IV,
pp. 282, 800.
Latan., ~ Cit., p. 90.
MCMa8ter.'~1. Cit., Vol. II, p. 188, from Amerioan
Daill Adve
ser:-Diy 14, 1794.
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But this wss the straw that almost "broke
the oamel's baok."

This appointment was to be

added to the staok of grievances Kentuotians
knew to be theirs.

alre8~

This was the method used by the

federal government when it pretended it was protecting the interests of the West·.

The indignation

over Jay's appointment anounted to a mania in
Kentucky.

The people were furious, for Jay was the

one northeasterner they most detested.

They could

never forget his attempt in 1789 to barter away their
navigation right and oonoede to Spain for a period of
twenty-five years the control of the Mississippi
River, in return for oertain commeroial oonoessions
which would have benefited the Eastern states 81one. 1
His appointment was regarded as a direot and deliberate
insult from the federsl government. 2
The Kentuok{ Gazette helped to arouse a perfeot
torrent of wrath when it remarked about Jay's appointment:
The late appointment o~ John Jay ss
envoy extraordinary to the Court of London,
brought so strongly to the reoolleotion of

1. 'iske,

~ Cit., p. 210.
Dixon, SUSan Bullitt, The Missouri comaromiae and
Its Repeal, Clncinnatl-;--irobert Clirkeompsll7 TI'S"99) ,

p.-3S.

JlcElro;y,

~.Q,lli,

p. 186.
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the people of this country his former
iniquitious attempt to barter away
their most valuable right that they
could not refrain from openly testifying their abhorence of affairs
they conSider as tragically ominous.
Although they have not forgotten, nor
even faintly remembered his former act
of treason against them, yet the~
hoped from the office he filled (Chief
Justice of the United states) he waa
in a harmless situation a8 he could
be placed and that no effort of power
or policy could drag him forward so
long as he held this office and set
him once more to ohaffering with our
rights. l
From the moment Jay was dispatched on the
mis.ion, Democratic Societies denounced his every
action.

lfhan Jay wrote home to say that he had been

well received in England, he was accused of selling
himself for British gold.

When it was known that he

had kissed the Queen's hand,

8

shout went up that he

had "prostrated at the feet of Majesty, the sovereignty
of the people and that he deserved to have his lips
blistered to the bone."2 He had already failed at
treaty mating

SO

far as the West was oonoerned.

If

he were ready to rob the West of the use of the
Mississippi that a treaty might be made with Spain,
would he not give up yet greater things that

8

treaty

might be made with England?

1. Kentucky Gazett., Diy 31, 1194.
2.

(This shows how little
importanoe was attaohed to the office of Chief JUstioe
before the days of John Marshall).
YoMasters, Ope Cit., p. 213, from New Jersey Advertiser,
November 25, 1:796.
-
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Jay was oonsidered the natural enemy of the
West and burnt in effigy in many cities before it
was actually known what he had done.

Never before

had Kentuckians and Republioans been more unanimous
than they were in denouncing Jay's appointment to
seek a treaty with England.

An assemblage of

respectable citizens in Kentucky on

A~y

14, 1794,

ordered a likeness of this "evil genius" of Western
America and "ushered it forth from a barber shop
amidst the shouts of the people, dressed in a courtly
manner and placed erect on the platform of the pillory.
In his right hand he held uplifted a rod of iron.
his left he held extended SWift's late

~eech

In

in

Congress, on the subject of Bri tiBh depredations.
After eXhibiting him in this condition for

80me

time,

he was ordered to be guillotined, which was soon
dexterously executed, and a flame instantly applied
to him, Which finding its way to a qna.ntity of powder
which had been lodged in hie bOdy produced suCh an
explosion that afterwards there was scaroely to be
found a particle of the dismembered body_"l
On May 24, 1794, before Jay was half way across
the Atlantio, a large public meeting was held at

1. kentuoki Gazette,

M;y

31, 1'91.
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Lexington, representing various parts of the
state and bent upon expressing the indignation
of the Commonwealth.

Thirteen resolutions were

formulated under the nama of the Kentuoky Democratio Sooiety and read as though Jay had been
sent out With the express purpos.e· of resigning
all claims to the control of the M1s'sissippi.
They deolared:ReSOlved:
That the inhabitants West of the
AppalaOhian MOuntains are entitled by
nature and by stipulation to the free
undisturbed navigation of the RiTer
Mississippe.
That from the year 1783 until this
time, the enjoyment of this right has
been uniformly prevented by the
Spaniards.
That the General. Government whose
duty it was to have put us in possession
of this right have, either through
design or mistaken policy adapted no
effectual measures for its attainment.
That even the-measures they have
adopted, have been unifbrmly concealed
from us, and veiled in mysterious
secreoy.
That ciVil liberty is prostituted
where the servants of the people are
suffered to tell their master, that
oommunioationswhich they m~ judge
important ought not to be unrestricted
to them.
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That we have the right to expect
and demand, that Spaln should be compelled immediately to acknowledge our
right, or that en end be put to all
negotiations on that subject.
That the injuries and inSlllts done
and offered by Great Britain to
America, call loudly for redress and that
we will to the utmost of our abilities
support the General Gov$rnment in any
attempt to obtain redress.
That aa the 'VOice of all Eastern
America has now called on the President
of the United states to demand that
redress of Great Britain, Western
America has a right to expeot and
demand that nothing shall be oonsidered
as a aatisfaction, tbat does not
completely remove their grievances:
which have a stronger olaim to sati8faction both from their atrocity and
continuanoe.
!rhat the recent appointment of the
Enemy of the western country to negotiate
with that nation, and the tam. submission
of the general Government, when WE alone
were injured by Great Britain, make it
highly neoessary that we should at thia
time state our just demands to the President and Congresa.
That the inhabitants of the western
oountry have a right to demand. that their
frontiers be proteoted by the general
Government and that the total want of that
proteotion whioh the,v now experience is a
grievance of the greatest magnitude.
That the attainment and seourity of
these our rights is the oommon oause of
the western people and that we will unit.
with them in any endeavors that may be
most expedient for that purpose.
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Resolved:
As our opinion that measures ought
immediately be taken to obtain the sense
of the inhabitants of this state at
large, that no doubt may be entertained
of their opinion and determinations on
these important subjeots. !rhat we may
be able when it ahall be neoessary, to
oommunioate as a state, with the other
inhabitants of the western oountry.
Resolved:
fhat it be reoommended to eaoh oounty
in this State to appoint a oommittee to
give andreoeive oommunioations on these
sUbjeots; to call meetings of their
oounties; and when it m~ be judged
expedient, to call upon the people to
eleot proper persons to represent the.
in Convention, for the purpose of
deliberating on steps which will be most
expedient for the attajnmant and security
of our just rights.
By direction and in behalf of the
meeting of the oitizens of the state of
Kentuoky.
George MUter, Ch. Att.
John Bradford, Clerkl
But the fury oyer John Jay's appOintment was
nothing to oompare to the feeling Kentuckians were to
have as soon as the treaty made by Jay had leaked out.
Jay by the President's letter of oredenoe was authorized
to negotiate a settlement not only on questions which
had recently sprung up by reSson of the war With Europe,
but also of ell the infraotions of the PariS treaty.

1. Kentuc!i Gasette, Diy 31, 1194.
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Randolph, however, instructed him to keep the two
general subjects of negotiations entirely separate
and to give attention first to the more immediate
questions of the war. 1
The actual official instructions for Jay
were drawn up by the Secretary of· state, Edmund Randolph.

But Hamilton had already given his idess ss
to what Jay was to accomp1ish. 2 "Only two absolutely

immutable conditions were laid

down

for Jay.

He was

not to enter into any treaty contrary to engagements
with France.

He was to consent to no treaty of

oommerce that did not allow the entranoe of American
ships into the British West Indies."3

Jay in the

critical negotiations of 1794, went to England with
a lengthy list of recommendations, but he was to use
his own discretion about getting them approved.

It

was recommended that he conclude settlements on all
pOints of difference between the two countries oyer
the Treaty of 1783, and then if the two point.,
spoliations and infractions be settled, he might
broaoh the subject of a commerci81 treaty.

"Jay was

1. Amirican State Papera, Foreign Relations, 101. I,
2.
3.

p. 411.
Latane, ~ Cit., p. 90.
Bemis,.2E.!. CIt. , p. 212.
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furnished with an abundance of desirabilities,
but was prepared to lD8.ke concessions for peaoe."l
Jay's first interview With Lord Grenville,
the British Secretary of Foreign Affairs, was held
on June 20, 1794, just twelve days after his arrival.
General Thomas Pinckney of South Carolina, who was
Jay's predecessor as .American Yinister in London,
had tried to bring about an equitable treaty with
Lord Grenville, who in turn was waiting to Bee if the
United States would join the Armed Neutrality Pact
with Denmark and
English.

SWede~

against the sea polioy of the

Now it was Jay's turn to deal with GrenVille.

Most of these early disoussions were verbal rather
than written and Jay refrained from mentioning them
in his official oorrespondence for fear that a false
interpretation might be put on them by the Anti-British
party at home. 2
However, by August 6, 1794, the diSoussions had
reaohed the stage Where Jay thought it advisable to
submit a draft of a treaty, leaving many of the "common"
articles to be settled by later discussion. 3 That thi8

1.
2.

3.

:s.mrs,

~

cIt.,

p.

21'.

Jay to 1I8Dl1ItOii, July 11, 1794, Correspondence of
John ~. edited by Henry P. Johnston, lew York~

PiliiaJii"""'O"ompany t Vol. IV. p. 30.

BemiS, lli

~t

p. 237.
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dratt was received as a likely basis ot settlement
might be indicated by Grenville's dispatch to
Hammond on the eighth ot the month stating that it
was probable that all disputes would be settled
amicably.l

Grenville replied to Jay with a counter

project consisting ot two proposals, one for the
settlement ot the existing pOints of issue between
the two countries and the other for a commercial
treaty.2 !he month of September having passed without
any definite results beyond agreement on certain
articles that had been the result of the exchange of
projects, Jay submitted a complete detailed dratt ot
a treaty.

He tendered this as a tinal proposal on
September 30, 1794. 3 Jay feared that in the Whirlpool
of European policy some unforseen circumstance might

ariae to derange the British Ministry or its attitude
toward the United states and make any adjustmeat
impOSSible.'

The negotiations proceeded leisurely

along. on GrenVille'S part. for six weeks more.
Convinced that he could get no better terms and that
on the Whole what he had were satisfactory, Jay affixed
his Signature, November 14, 1794, to the treaty which

1. BemiS, ~ CIt., p. 237.
2. American-!tate papers, ~oreign Relations, Vol. I. p. 487.
3. BemI •• ~ CIt., p. 243.
4.

Corresponaenoe-of John Jay.

~ ~,

Vol. IV, p. 58.

has since borne his name.

1

The original. and the

duplicate were sent in two different packets to
the United states.

On the evening of

l~rch

17,

1795, • copy of the treaty was placed by Randolph
in Washington's hands.

"A proclamation was the.

sent out for a speoial session of the Senate and
on the eighth of June, 1795, twenty-four members
were in their seats and the treaty laid before them.
The thing proved 80 distasteful that only after
eighteen days did the Senate pass it by a two-thirds
majority with reservations.

And then

th~

passed a

resolution that it was not to be pUbliShed. 2
However, Stevens Thomson Mason of Virginia,
believing the Senate had no right to suppress the
text of the Treaty, sent his copy to Ben Bache who
printed it in pamphlet form and on July 1 had the
pamphlets advertised in the Philadelphia Aurora.

The

Treaty was published in the Amerioan Deily Advertiser,
July 3, 1795. 3 The effect of all the seorecy was
enough to infuriate Westerners to a heightened state
of indignation.

Kentuckians felt as if the Whole treaty

had added insult to injury.

The Kentuoky Democratio

1. oorre'10ndinoe of JOM Jay, Q1?.:..£!!.:., Vo 1. IV,
pp. 13 , 1«.
MCMasters, ~ Oit., Vol. II, p. 213.
Ibid., p. 2~----

-
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Sooieties passed out bandbills denounoing the
treat7, eulogizing Dson, and condemning the
Senate.

Papers and publioations of all Demooratio

Sooieties ridiouled Ja7 and some expressed the
hope "that he might enjo7 all the pleasures of
purgatorJ'. "1
Town meetings beoame the fashion allover
the State of Kentuoky and their prooeedings found
their way into the Kentuoky Gazette.

Suoh statementa

as "Resolved that oitizens of thi8 oity in judgment
and in feeling, disapprove the treaty, and are
desirous, as far as their influenoe extend., to
prevent its being made the supreme law of the land"
and "Resolved that oitizens prepare a report to the
President of the United states conveying tne sentiments
of the said treat7"2 oontinued for weeks.

The entire

treaty, with its tWent7-nine articles, 3 was published
in the Kentuoky Gazette and from that date on people
expressed themselves Violently.

The treaty was oalled

unnecessary, unpolitioal, dangerous, and dishonorable
and was openly attacked in the oolumns of the newspaper.
On September 8, 1795, the inhabitants of Clarke
~ Cit., p. 222.
GaZitt~uguet 8, 1795.

i. MoMistera,
2.
3.

Kentuo
en uo

Gazett., August 1, 1795.
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County formulated an address criticizing the
action of Jay and a petition and remonstrance
was sent to the President With the hope of
preventing his si gnature of the unpopular agreement.

They declared
That the late treaty concluded at
London wi th Britain by John Jay, envoy
extraordinary from the United states of
America is inimical. to the rights, and
liberties of the citizens of the latter
- in as much as it cedes to Great
Britain certain immunities and advantages
whioh no one nation had a right to demand
of another emanoipated from its yoke.
Should you, Sir, concur the Senate in
the signature of that treaty, our prognostication is, that Western Amerioa is gone
forever - lost to the Union, and grasped
by the voracious clutohes of that
insatiable and ini~uitous George. the
Third. of Bn tain. r
A few wrote resenting the savage attack on the

treaty and Mr. Jay and expressed the hope "that you,
Sir, Mr. Bradford. will not again represent a meeting
of five or six persons as a general meeting of citizens
from different parts of the State without giving us
your author."2

!he Gazette was the mouthpiece of the

Democratic Sooieties. although both Bides of the question
were always presented.

1. i'niuoki Gazette. September 19. 1795.
bl.
2.

-
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In "T.he Political Creed of Western America"
the beliefs and prejudices of the Westerners were
manifest.

It read:
I believe that the treaty formed
by Jay and the British King is the offspring of the vile, aristocratic few
who have too long governed America and
who are enemies to the equality of man.
friends to no government, but whose
funds they can convert to their own
private emolument • • • I do not believe
that Ham, Jay, or King t are devils: incarnate, but I do believe them filled
with pride eo fattened on the ,spoils of
America that they abhor everything that
partakes of Democracy and that they most
ardently desire the multitude humbled in
dust and ashes • • • I do sincerely
believe that from a knowledge of the
man, that senator from Kentuoky (Humphrey
Marshall) who voted in favor of the
treaty was aotuated by motives the most
dishonorable • • • that he is a stranger
to 'Yirtue, either private or publio and
that he would fell his Country for a
price eaSily to be told • • • I do also
believe that Kentuoky has as little
reason to oomplB1n on thla important
ocoasion as any sister States, as she
had a perfect knowledge of the character
of the man she delegated to represent
her, knew that he possessed a foul soul
inoapable of good and sentiments OppO!ed
to every real friend to her interest.

An attempt was made at the suoceeding session of

the Kentuoky Legislature to instruot

~shall

by name to

oppose the treaty should it again oome before the Senate.
However, England's aooeptanoe of the amendments proposed

f. kentuoki Gazette, September 26, 1795.
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by the Senate "saved the erratic Senator from
another offense," for, as Marshall states about
himself, "it is oertain that with the impressions
under the influence of which he acted, he would
have disobeyed instructions."l
A meeting of Mercer County citiZens in
September, 1795, resolved that:
Humphrey Marshall has betrayed
the trust reposed in him by the voting
for the ratification of the treaty
lately concluded between America and
Great Britain and has therefore
proved himself unworthy of our confidence.
Resolved
The part of the Federal constitution
which says that the Senators in Congress
shall hold their offices for a term of
six years is dangerous to the liberties
of America and destroys responsibilities
and may enable them to carry into
execution schemes and greatest evils.
Resolved
Therefore that it be recommended to
the Legislature of this State to instruct
our Representatives in Congress to propose
an amendment to that constitution by Which
the time of services of the Senators shall
be abri dged and by which it shall be a180
lawful by a vote of two-thirds of its
members to recall either of its Senators
during the time for Which he shall be
elected and to make a new appointment for
the rest of the term. 2

i.
2.

Dirsh811, Ope Cit., Vol. II, p. 172.
Kentuoky Gazette, October 3, 1796.
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Marshall defended his vote in a series of
articles in the Kentucky Gazette appearing at
intervals from September 1795 through October 1796.
James H. stewart who had started LeXington's second
newspaper in 1795, had refused to publish the lengthy
articles, saying "I have been taught to believe that
no individual, however fOhd they may be of their own
produotion has the right to monopolize the public
paper. wl Mr. Bradford. however, published these
long dissertations in the Kentucky Gazette., for
Marshall paid for the space in this newspaper of the
Commonwealth.

Page after page Marshall wrote only to

be answered by "A. Freeman" who was given practically
equal space for his rebuttal.

For over a year these

debates appeared until in all Marshall had written
twenty-six articles trying to explain his actions.

2

Shelby's speeCh to the Kentuoky LegiSlature in
November, 1795, showed that he, like the leaders of the
Democratic Sooiety, did not consider the incident of
the treaty closed even if Washington had ratified it
in August and it was the law

0

f the land.

I Should not disoharge my duty I owe
mw Country, if I did not oall your attention
to the treaty lately oonoluded with Great

1. Stapies, Charles Riohard. Pioneer LeXington, transylvania Press (1939). p. 105.
2.

Kentucky Gazette, Septermer 25, 1794 to October 16, 1795.
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Britain ~ •• as many stipulations
contained in this treaty are contrary
to the Constitution of the General
Government, I oonsider it my indispensable duty to the state Legislature
to express their sentiments upon such
parts of the treaty a8 are unconstitutional, with the firmness and decenoy
becoming the representatives of free
men. l
Yet, the treaty which caused so much dissension,
was probably better than no treaty at all, even if
Kentuckians did not see things this way.

"It laid the

foundations of modern international arbitration, but
aside from this achievement, which was not appreciated
at the time, and the stipulation for the withdrawal of
British troops from the frontier posts, his negotiations
were marke d by failure and surrender of the principles
proclaimed in the days of the Revolution."2

The British

were to abandon the posts on the Great Lakes after
June 1, 1796, but it provided no remuneration for stolen
negro slaves or provision ending the impressment of
American seamen.

The treaty provided specifically for

the seizure of enemy property in neutral ships and for
the premption of foodstuffs. 3 In the way of commercial
concessions Jay got little, and the West Indian trade,
Which Jay had been specifically instructed to secure,

1. kentucky Gazette, November 28, 1796.
2.
3.

Latane, ~ Cit., p. 92.
AmericanBTa~alerSt Foreign
pp.

Relations, Vol. It

520, 521, Art c1ea XVII and XVIII.
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was more than disappointing.

Artiole XII permitted

American vessels of not more than seventy tons to
trade with the British West Indies, provided they
did not oarry to Europe either trom the West Indies
or trom the United States any molasses, sugar,
coffee, oocoa, or cotton.

This clause caused Jay to

be burned in effigy in all parts of the country.
When Hamilton undertook to address a pUblic meeting
in New York City in defense of the treaty he was
howled down by a mob and driven bleeding from the
platform by a volley of stones. l The Senate suspended
the objectionable artiole on the West India trade and
consented to the ratification of the rest of the
treaty by a bare two-thirds vote on June 24, 1795.
Washington heSitated, but f1n81ly signed the treaty,
there being no other practicable course to pursue. 2
Kentuckians were bitter over the treaty even
though it provided for Great Britain's surrender of
the northern posts.

This

m~

be understood when we

realize first of all, "wayne's 8uccessful campaign had
shown the Federal Government's power and disposition to
proteot them trom the Indians and the Indian wars were
virtuall1 ended; and seoond,

1. Lodge,
2.

~

CIt., Vol. IV,

J~'s

p.

treaty with Great

190.

Pord, PauI tiiCester, Writings of WaShington, J.
Lippincott Company (1900), Vol.~III, p. 69.
Kentnokl Gazett., M$rch 26, 1796.
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Britain lessened the hope of an a1lianoe with
France to drive Spaniards from Louisiana and open
the Mississippi. which was always esteemed of
paramount importanoe by western people."

1

!he

popular feeling regarding the final outcome was
doubtless fairly well represented by the fbl10wing
announoement:
At mcmight on Ootober 1st. the
doors Will open with the noted farce
of "Amity, Oommerce, and Navigation."
Mr. Envoy will enter and make fifteen
low bows. reaching from oanada to Florida.
Lord Peacock will entertain the audienoe
with a long story of what his majesty
never meant to do. Mr. Envoy will Bing
the much despised song 'Give up All for
Nothing at All.' !he other actors.
twenty in number will dance to the tune
of 'A Bird in the Hand is worth TWo in
the Bush.- Tickets are to be had by
producing Bri tiab. gold and coming up
to my prioe. 2
Some of the opposition of KentuCkians died down,
however, with the lapse of time and when the An8ricans
tool: formal. possession of their posts in 1'196, "The
boundary line in the Northwest, as nominally established
by the treaty of Versailles, became, in faot, the actual
line of demarcatiCn between the American and the British
possessions."3 Federal garrisons were established at

1. Bodley, !emp1e, ~ CIt., VOl. It p. 546.
2. Kentuctl Hera1d,-wovember 11, 1'195.
Malietere. OR. Cit., p. 25••
3. Humphrey, .2R.!. olt •• p. 1'13.
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Detroit and other Lake posts and the peace which
was established for the time being in the Northwest
helped to counteract the antagonism whiCh had been
so openly displayed.

1

Meanwhile, after the recall of Genet, the
Federal Government had turned its attention to the
other great need of the Western citisens -- the
navigation of the Mississippi.

Through the influence

of the Democratic Society a petition from the "Sundry
Inhabitants of the Commonwealth had gone to Kentuck;y
senators at Philadelphia in December 1793, to demand
an aocount of what measures have been tSlten to open
up the Mississippi and to gransmit such information
from time to time to the Executive of this state, as
they shall receive."2

The Secretary of State, Edmund

Randolph, wrote to Shelby referring to Carmichael's
miSSion to Spain and told the Governor that if these
instructions oould be divulged "those who are most
ardent in the main object would pronounce that the
executive had been deficient neither in vigilance nor
exertions."3 But Kentuokians wanted nc such mystery.
They wanted to know what was being negotiated, for they
~ Cit., Vol. VI, p. 115.
Journal of EOUSe-o! Representatives, 1793, pp. 145, 147.
lirihall-;-Rumphrey, Ope Cit., Vol. II, pp. 151, 152.
American state Papers, Foreign Relations, Vol. I, pp. 456,

1. Roosevelt,
2.
3.

457.
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doubted that anything of consequence to them was
being transacted.

Because of this doubt the

uni ted states Congress, becoming somewhat alar. d
at the Kentuckians' actions passed a resolution on
May 14, 1794, that "the President of the United states
be and he hereby is, requested to cause to be
communicated to the Executive of the State of
Kentucky such part of the existing negotiation between
the United States and Spain, relative to this subject
as he

deem advisable and consistent With the
course of negotiations. l President Washington had
m~

promised to send a commissioner to Kentucky to explain
to the Governor and the Legislature what was being done
on the subject of the navigation of the Mississippi
then in the disCUSSion with the Court of Spain.

2

James Innes, a brother to Judge Harvey Innes
of the

~ederal

District Court of Kentucky had been

appointed by Washington, to bring this information to
Kentucky but when the general assembly met in November,
1794, James Innes was not present.

Bad he presented

the actual message of the PreSident. all might have
proved satisfactory.

But Innes had failed.

His letter

256, 257.
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to Shelby on January 10, 1796, stated that "a
series of events prevented
at an earlier period."

mw

arrival in Kentuoky

The legislature had already

adjourned but Innes requested Shelby "to unfold to
the people of Kentuoky the undisguised state of a
negotiation, in the issue of Which, &1 though they
from looal oonsiderations.

~

feel themselves more

immediately involved, yet in truth, is the whole
Amerioan republio, materially oonoerned."l

on

January 21, 1796, Shelby wrote to Innes deolaring
that he would make this report publio and expressed
the hope of KentUckians that "!rhe General Govermnent
will oonsider us as mating a part of the people, and
one government, and the same care should be taken of
the aoknoWledged rights of any part of the United
States."

CorrespOndence between Innes and She1by

beoame lengthy and it beoame publio, for the letters
of both men were publiShed in full in the Kentuokl
Gazette

10

tiBt all could read what was transpiring. 2

In his le tter of Februa.ry 16 t 1796, Innes
went into great detail explaining all the ditfioulties
the general government had experienoed in tr,ving to

1. Kentuci, Gazette. Miroh 14, 1'95.
2.

fbid.
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deal with Spain and told of Thomas PinCkney's
reoent appointment in November. 1794, to negotiate
with the Court of Madrid.

This letter stated that

Pinokney oarried instruotions to enter into no
oommeroial arrangements with Spain "until our right
to free the use of the MissisSippi shall be most
unequivocally acknowledged and established, on the
prinoiples never hereafter to be drawn into contestation."

Pinckney had not yet arrived at Madrid. having

left London on May 15, a month after this letter was
written to Shelby, but the details of Pinokney's
instruotions satisfied Governor Shelby who stated in
a letter of

~roh

5, 1795, that "all this uneasiness

could have been prevented had communioations of this
kind been presented sooner."

1

When the legislature met in November, 1795,
Governor Shelby again laid before that bod1 the Innes
Correspondenoe whioh had previously been published. B
After Innes had left Kentuoky, nothing was known of
Pinokney's negotiations and Demooratio Sooieties

1. xentuokf Gazette, MAroh 14, 1795.
2.

lirahal, History of Kentuc!f states that this
oorrespondenoe wa81Witbheld rom Kentuckians until
November 1795, which is an erroneous statement.
P. 171, Vol. II, Bemis, Pinckney's treaty states
that "Innes made a report to the Seoretary of state
of U.S., on the Kentucky Situation, but I have not
been able to find it in the archi'"e.. It lIQuld be
a valuable source of importance."
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began to be busy with more resolutions.

On

November 19. 1795. resolutions were passed calling
on Kentucky senators "to take the moat speedy and
effectual measures at the National capitol to obtain
information respecting the situation of the negotiation with the .Court of Spain.- l
The Whole purpose of the Innes mission was to
frustrate any plot of separation Which might exist
and to prevent the West from forcing the hand of the
Government while the last resort to peaceful negotiations with Spain was being exhausted.

The Democratic

Societies had prompted the petitions to the President
and Innes in turn had been sent to Kentucky.

Naw, as

late as November 1795, more resolutions found their
way to Philadelphia.

All of this distrust, impatience,

and anxiety could have been aVOided, if Kentuckians
could have known that Thomas PinCkney had already signed
the treaty of San Lorenzo on October 27. 1795.
Pinckney had gone to Spain with specific
instructions from Randolph referring to the
late violence of the Kentuckians who
had as good a reason as any people
ever had to oause them to look upon

1. Innes, ISs, Vol. 19, No. 60, Kentucki Historical
SOCiety, lrankfort.
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the Mississippi 'as a right to be
derived from God.' Hitherto the
GoTernment has been able to restrain
Kentuckians from such enterprises
as that of Genet only by the promise
of securing by peaceful negotiation
the navigation of the river. ~he
Spanish Court has greatly deceived
themselves, by an opinion, that the
whole Union are not cordial in tbeir
intention to secure the Mississippi
to Kentucky. Some parts of it indeed
may differ upon the political effect,
but I can not suffer my mind to yield
a moment to the belief, that any man
will be base enough to sacrifice so
important a right. l
Whether or not His Catholic Majesty knew the
full text of Jay's Treaty concluded on November 19,
1794, before he signed with Pinckney on October 27,
1795, is a matter of controversy.

However, even if

the Spanish Government knew "that the treaty was not
an'alliance With Great Britain or anything approaching
it, it nevertheless cleared up the issues between two
English speaking oountries, and prepared the way for a
possible and dreaded Anglo American combination."

2

It is unlikely that any treaty agreed to by the
~nited

states, aside from the peaoe and independenoe

has ever been acoepted with more satisfaction and
approval than tl1l,t of

SBD

Lorenzo.

"Its two moat

1. Ranaolph to PinCkney, November 28, 1794, Instruotions,
2.

Vol. II, p. 245.
BemiS, Opl Cit., p. 289.

IE.!!.,

p~
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important provisions were the settlement of the
southern boundary on the lines claimed by the
United states and the right of depoait for the
Westerners. nl The second paragraph of Article
XXII reada:R,is Catholic Maj esty will permit
the Citizens of the United states for
the space of three years from this
time to deposit their merchandise and
effects in the Port of New Orleans,
and to export them from thence without
paying any other duty than a fair
price for the hire of the stores. and
his Majesty promises either to continue
this permission if he finds during that
time that it is not prejudical to the
interests of Spain, or if he should not
agree to continue it there. he will
assign to them another part of the
banks of the Mississippi an equivalent
establishment. 2
After fifteen years of fruitless negotiation a
treaty had at last been made and Kentuckians believed
the7 were to have that nGod-given right n to the
Mississippi.

Great was the excitement.

wA bon-fire

was built in the main street at Lexington, Kentucky
and everyone was Wild with enthuSiasm. n3
The Kentucky Democratic SOCiety's succeSs in
arousing indignation over Jay's Treaty and praises of

1. Roosevelt, Vol. VI,
2.

3.

Bemis,

~

~~,

Cit., p. "340.

p. 128.

Amerioan;at~apers. Forei~

Relations Vol. I, p. 546.
Hlobert McAfee's Journal,fi Kentuckl Historical Society
Publications, Vol. XXIVII, p. 122.
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Pinckney's Treaty was marked.

The effect of their

many publications. both coarse and spiteful, serious
and sincere. kept pamphleteers and news writers hard
at work. l That these Sooieties and their resolutions
concerning the ratification of Jay's Treaty proved
the final blow to Washington's popularity is certain.

2

In the beginning, the Democratic Societies of
Kentucky were established with the sole purpose of
securing the navigation of the Mississippi.
~ti-~ederal

Their

dispOSition was caused by the failure of

the federal government in protecting them from the
Indians and in securing for them the navigation of
the Mississippi.

Both of these grievances seemed to

have been eliminated at the close of 1795.

The many

resolutions and publications of the SOCiety at
LeXington had attracted attention at Philadelphia
and they had been heard.

In this the Democratic

Societies were successful and the skillful way in which
they played upon the discontent of the west made them
powerful organizations.

However. the close of 1795

marked the end of their most active period.

CHAPTER V
KENTUCKY AND THE MISSISSIPPI QUESTION
FROM 1795 TO THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE

CHAPTER V

KENTUCKY AND THE MISSISSIPPI QUESTION
FROM 1796 TO THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE
During the period intervening between the
proclamation of Pinckney·s Treaty of 1796 and the
election of 1800, which made Thomas Jefferson
President. the right to navigate the Mississipp1
and to deposit gJods at NeW Orleans had produced
marked results.

Trade between Kentuoky and the

Southern porta had grown with 8stoniahing rapidity1
and Governor Gerrard, in his message of November 4,
1800, dwelt upon that fact with great satisfaction.

2

The new Kentuoky oonstitution, whioh went into effect
in 1800, set the State on the high road to progress,
and the dawn of the Nineteenth Century found the outlook bright and encouraging. 3
But while the Governor was laboring to encourage
southern trade, foreign politics were secretly creating
oonditions to oomplete its destruotion.

The treaty of

1796, whioh foroed Spain to retire south of thirty-one

degrees gave alarm to

~alleyrand,

the Frenoh Minister.

1. lidIson to Charles Pinckney, NovemEer 27, 1802, in

Riohards, Janes D., The Messages and paters of
PreSidents, Washingt0D7 Government:Prin Ing ~fioe,
lS96,8§, Vol. III, p. 186.
MCElroy, ~ Cit., p. 265.
Marshall,~ ~, Vol. II, p. 292.
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Before the days of Genet and after, Franoe coveted
Louisiana and plotted for it.

Her policy continued

unvaried whether Spain was a friend or an enemy.
"That the United states would some day acquire the
Floridas and perhaps so much of the old province of
Louisiana as lay west of the MissisSippi seemed certain
to the far seeing statesman.- l Spain was not able to
prevent it, but Talleyrand believed France was, if
Spain would retrocede to her what was left of Louisiana
and the United states should never cross the Mississippi.
Scarcely had the treaty been signed when Talleyrand
proposed that Spain should give back to France what
France had given her in 1163.

The refusal of the King

of Spain, the fall of the Directory and of Talleyrand
ended the negotiations 1br the time being, but no sooner
was Talleyrand back in

p~er

under Napoleon, First

Consul in name, but Emperor in fact, of France, than he
began to urge his plan of retrooession. 2

One of

Napoleon's dreams was the reestablishment of a colonial
empire in America.

3

With this end in view he had little

difficul ty in persuading the Spanish Queen, Maria Louisa

1. McMasters,
2.

3.

Ibid., p.

J:8l'ine,

~
6~

~

Cit., Vol. II, p. 265.

ill.,:.. p. 101.
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of Parma, and her weak, indolent husband Charles IV,
to cede the Province of Louisiana baok to France.
The chief oonsideration for this transfer made by

-

the seoret Treaty of San Ildefonso, Ootober 1, 1800,
was the promise to giTe Tusoany

in

Italy under the

name of the Kingdom of Etrnria to the Queen's nephew
and son-in-law, the Prince of parma. l The terms o~
the treaty were to be kept secret until Napoleon
was ready to take the province. but Within six montha,
President Jefferson heard rumors of the cession, which.
it was supposed, included the Floridas. 2 A threatening
si tuation was nOW fast developing.

Wha.t would happen

to the navigation of the Mississippi?
In 1801, the Frenoh made their first move
toward America. for in that year Napoleon sent an
expedition west, under direotion of General LeClero,
which was eventually to establish the French in
Louisiana.

General LeClerc, however, stopped at the

Island of San Domingo to subdue its negro inhabitants
and to establish a French naval post in the Carribbean.
Unfortunately for the French he was not sucoessful.
Toussaint L'Ouverture's foroes, With the cooperation

1. Latane,
2.

~

Cit., p.

io1.

Amerioan-sta~apers,

p.

509.

Foreign Relations, Vol. II,

.
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ot the elements ot tropioal pestilenoes destroyed
17,000 Frenoh troops, and toroed the Frenoh leader

to abandon the field.

Instead of the san Domingo

episode providing a way station where Napoleonio
foroes might stretoh their limbs betore enoountering
their more determined Amerioan opponents, it proved
the end of his western dreams.

1

Meanwhile Amerioans were oarefully observing
French activities in San Domingo when a veritable
bombshell exploded in Ootober 1802, tor Morale8, the
Spanish Indendant in New Orleans, deolared that the
oity would nO longer be allowed as a port of deposit
for Amerioans.

2

Thi8 was a staggering blow to

KentuCky's prosperity.

The State faoed an almost

utter oollapse of her oommerce which ot necessity
demanded the navigation ot the Mississippi.

Kentuoky

was perturbed and upset, but instead of Democratic
Societies making resolutions and showing unoontrollable
i~atience,

Governor Gerrard laid the important

message before the legislature and a list of resolutions
was passed. 3

This memorial-did not reach the President

1. Adams, Henr,ft History of the united States, Hew York,

Charles Soribner and Sons-r.fSS9-91), Vol. I, pp. 175,
2l2~

2.
3.

MCMasters, ~ Cit., Vol. III, p. 217.
Kentuokl GaZitte:-!ovember 30, 1802.
MCElroy, ~ Cit., p. 267.
Kentuckl GaZe~ December 7, 1802.
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in time to be mentioned in his Seoond Annual
Message to Congress on Deoember 15, 1802, but on
Deoember 22, he sent the Indendant's proolamation
together with the Kentuoky resolutions to Congress. 1

As soon as Jefferson was satisfied that Louisiana
had been oeded to France, he instructed LiVingston,
his representative at Paris to open negotiations
for the purohase of New Orleans and the Floridas,
stating that the aoquisition of New Orleans by a
powerful nation like France would inevitably lead
to friction and confliot.

On January 18, 1803,

Jefferson wrote to keep Governor Gerrard infonaed
and stated "in order to prOVide against the hazards
whioh best beset our interests and peaoe in that
quarter, I have determined with the approbation of
the Senate to send James Monroe to Franoe to help
settle the whole question with that country and
Spain in such

8

way as may effectually seoure our

rights and interests in the MiSSiSSippi."2

The

epochal Purohase of Louisiana and the diplomatic
relations which aocompanied these negotiations haa
been elaborately treated in many histories
1.
2.

o~

Tucker, deorge, Life of Thomas Jefferson,
delphia, Carey, TOr; If (1837), p. 12g.
Kentuckl Gazette, February 15, 1803.

the
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United States and no attempt will be made here
to set forth reasons and conditions which led to
the final acquisition.
Events moved very fast in Europe and Napoleon,
through his agent, MBrbois, on April 11, 1803,
suddenly offered to sell not only New Orleans but
also all of Louisiana. l Nineteen days later a treaty
of cession was signed2 and the Louisiana Purchase was
ours for $15,000,000.

News of the purchase was slow

in reaching Kentucky and at first the Kentucky
Gazette published the neWB with reservations, for
the results of America's negotiations seemed too good
to be true. 3
However, when the final transfer was made on
December 21, 1803, and Spain ceased any opposition,
which she had planned to make concerning the United
States' taking Louisiana, there was great rejoicing.

4

This was the most momentous event for the west that
had ever taken place, and Kentuckians truly appreCiated
what had happened.

Celebrations were held widely

throughout the State.

1. Sloane,
2.
3.
4.

In Lexington "the militia

w.

M., *World Aspects or the Louisiana
purohase," American Historical Review, Vol. IX,
p. 507.
Turner, Prederick J. t The Frontier in American
Historl, New York, Henry Ho!t and Company (!920),
p.

179.

Kentno
Ken nc

Gazett., November 22, 1803.
Gazett., May 15, 1804.
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companies paraded the principal street and after
going through various evolutions partook of a big
dinner prepared by the town and countryside.
John Breckinridge and Harry Innes were the principal
speakers."l
Kentucky felt happy.
was secure.

Her place in the Union

Now she could be free from secret

intrigues which had so long darkened her history.
The Mississippi River was hers and all the causes
which had made her act in opposition to the Federal
GOTernment were removed.

This state now took the

high road of patriotic ,support of the national
government from Which even the storms of the Civil
War a half oentury later could not sway her.

1. Kentucki Gazette. May 15, 1804.

CONCLUSION

r.

CONCLUSION
Whatever loyalty to Franoe and enthusiasm
for liberty, the KBntuokisns may have felt in
supporting the movement to rid Louisiana of Spanish
rule, their dire need to free themselves from oonditions foroed on them by Spain and Great Britain, was
the real motive whioh gave impetus to their aotivity
during 1793 to 1795.

The free navigation of the

Mississippi was Kentuoky's ohief oonoern and she
showed vital interest in Louisiana's liberation
beoause this Wbuld break Spain's hold on the
Mississippi and open up the river for her trade.
Kentuokians felt they had little to hope for from the
Federal Government and there oan be no doubt whatsoever about their desire for the suooess of Genet's
soheme to liberate Louisiana.

That Kentucky should

have fostered three Demooratio Sooieties whoe.e general
purpose was in keeping With that of the parent organization at Philadelphia, but With the definite impulse
to use every possible method for the opening of the
Mississippi to navigation, is understandable.
Here was a ohanoe, through suoh an organization,

-

-

------~----~~-----~-~-----
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for KentuCkians to show their friendliness toward
France. their dissatisfaction over the inactivity
of the Federal Government to help Westerners, and
their determination to get the free use of the
MissisSippi.
For a period of two years and a half these
Democratic Societies served unrelentingly with this
one purpose in mind - to free river trade on the
Mississippi.

They actually acted as an extremely

successful propaganda agency. for through their
addresses. remonstrances. letters. and resolutions,
they kept their grievances constantly before all
Westerners and their discontent. dissatisfaction,
and disgust before the Federal Government.

They

helped to influence public opinion and to unite into
one group all of those who felt dissension over
conditions in the West.
The activity of the Kentucky Democratic Society
is actually divided into two phases -- one when they
worked for the right of the river, thinking they were
supported by France. and the other when they worked
alone trying to force the government to take some
immediate step to secure the free navigation of the
MisSissippi.

From the beginning their sympathy lay
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with helping Clark and Genet beoause this looked
as if it were a means to river trade, but the
society as a whole issued no public pronunciamentoes
on the subject of aiding the French scheme.

However,

the members of the Society looked on with undisguised
pleasure and hope and according to Clark "made some
advanoes in ammunition" and "gave all the enoouragement in their power. nl Subscriptions of money were
also given by members of the Sooiety.2 Even after
Genet's reoall, the Demooratic Society labored for
some time with the hope of ultimately receiving aid
from France to continue her efforts to get control of
the river. 3
After the abandonment of the Genet scheme, the
Kentucky Demooratic SOCiety entered into its period
of greatest aotivity, for now Kentuckians were fighting
alone without the aid of Franoe.

Their Committee of

Correspondence continued at work keeping the West
united in thought and in the limelight before
Easterners.

1.
2.
3.

So great were their olamorings and so

"correspondence of Clark and Gene~,w Amirican
Historical Association Annual Report, Vol. I (1896),
pp. 930, 1107. American Historicil Review, Vol. XVIII
(1913), pp. 781, 782.
Ibid., pp. 1073-1074.
~ter, E. Merton, "Navigation of the Mississippi,n
MiSSissippi Valley Historical Review, Vol. XI (1925),
p. 384.
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violent their remonstrances that the federal
government was forced to do something about their
demands, and Washington sent his personal representative, James Innes, in the fall of 1794, to bare
the secret diplomacy of the federal government to
Governor Shelby and to impart what was being done
about the Mississippi.
tions at

~drid

The status of the negotia-

was detailed and in due time news

of the treaty signed in October 1795 and the opening
of the Mississippi was received with rejoicing.

As

the situation which produced the Democratic SOCieties
in the West was now solved, they died down and were
soon forgotten.
But the skillful way in whiCh they played
upon the discontent of the West made them powerful
organizations Which under leaders less wise might
have produced far reaching results for eVil.

Their

propaganda made their influence felt over all the
United states and made Congress well aware of their
demandS for help.
The Kentucky Democratic SOCiety played its
part in world history, too, for it must have had some
appreciable effeot upon hurrying negotiations with
Spain and thus opening up the Mississippi to the West.

F

---

------------------------~
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Then when Jefferson learned of the seoret treaty
of San Ildefonso between France and Spain in 1800,
he could not forget the activity of the Democratio
Society some five or six years previously.

He

knew the navigation of the Mississippi must be kept
open if the nation was to hold together.

Through a

lucky combination of European and American affairs,
the Louisiana purchase was made possible and the
United States, when she accepted that great territory,
with all its responsibilities and possibilities,
became a world power.
The Kentuoky Demooratic Society in no way
directly influenced the purchase of Louisiana, but
since this group had incessantly presented the grave
neoessity of the free navigation of the Mississippi,
the importance of this problem oould not be forgotten.
That Kentucky played her role in international
history is unquestionable.

Likewise it is true that

nIt was the Ohio Valley which forced the Nation away
from a narrow colonial attitude into its career as a
. nation among other nations with an adequate phySical
basis for future growth."l

1. Turner, Frederick J.,

'~ontier

New York, Henry Holt and

in Amerioan Historz,
p. 189.

Comp~(1§2o),

APPENDIX

JJ?PDDIX
KentuokJ Gazette
sat. Aug.

2~,

1'93. Vol. VI

Prinoiple., Articles and Regulationa
Agreed upon by the Kaabers of the Democratic SoeietT,
In Philadelphia. May 30th. 1793
Principles, Article. and Regulations
!he Rights of K8D the genuine objeots of 8ociet;,
and the legitimate prinoiples of government, have bean
clearly developed b;, auooessiTe revolutions of America
and France.

!hese events have withdrawn the veil.

which ooncealed the dignity and happiness of the hUll8ll
race, and have taught

U8.

no longer dazzle d With

splendor, or awed b;, antiquated usurption, to erect
the temple of Libert;, on the ruins of palacee and
throne ••
At thi8 propitious period. where the virtue of
freedom and equeli ty i8 thus practicall;, displa;ved. ani
when their velue (best understood by those who have paid
the price of aoquiring them) is universall;, aCknowledged,
the patriotic mind Will naturell;, be solioitous, by ever
proper precaution, to preserve and perpetuate the
blessings whiCh Providence hath bestowed upon our oountr.r;

"
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for, in revieWing the history of nations, we find
oooasion to lament, that the vigilanoe of the
people haa been too easily absorbed in victory; and
that the prise, whioh ha. been aohieved by the wisdom and valor of one generation has too often been
lost by the ignorance and supineness of another.
With a view, therefore, to oultivate a just
knowledge of national liberty, to faoilitate the
enjoJll18l1 t and exeroiae of our oi vil righta, and to
transmit unimpaired, to posterity, the gLorioua
inheritanoe of a "Free Republioan Government," the
"Demooratic Society" of Pennsylvania is constitute'
and establi.hed.

Unfiltered by religious or national

diatinotions, unbiased by party and unmoved by
ambition, thia institution embraoea the intereat and
inTi tes the support of every virtuous cit ilen.

!he

public good. is, indeed, its sole ob jeot, and we
think, that the best means are pursued for obtain1Dg
it, When we reoognize the folloWing, as the fundamental
prinoiples of our assooiation.
I.

!hat the people have the inherent ana.

e:z::olusi ve right and power of making ead aJ. tering forma
of government; and that for regulating and proteoting
our sooial interests, a "Republiean Government i8 the
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most natural and beneficial form, which the wiSdom
of men has devised.II.

That the republican consti tution of the

United states and the State of Penn., being framed
and established by the people, it is our duty as
good citizens, to support them.
effectually

do

And in order to

so, it is likeWiSe the duty o:f every

freeman, to regard with attention, and to dissCUBS
without fear, the conduct of the public servants,
in every department of government.
III.

That, in considering the administration of

public affairs, men and measures should be estinated
according to their intrensic merits; and therefore,
regardless of party spirit or political oonnection,
it is the duty of every citizen, by making the general
welfare the rule of his conduct, to aid and approve
those men and measures, which have an influence in
promoting the prosperity of the Commonwealth.
IV.

That in the choice of persons to fill the

offices of government, it i8 essential to the
existenoe of a free republic that every oitizen should
aot aocording to his own judgment, and, therefore, any
attempt to oorrupt or delude the people in exercising
the rights of suffrage, either by promiSing the favour

"
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of one oandidat'e or traduoing the character of
another, is an offense equally injurious to moral
rectitude and ciVil liberty.
V.
one

fhat the people of Pennsylvania form but

1ndivisl'~le

oommunity, .hose politiceJ. rights ancl

intereats, whose national honor 8Ild prosperity IlUSt,
in degree and duration, be foreTer the fame; 8lld.
therefore. it is the duty of eTery freeman, and
shall be the endeavor of the Democratic Society,
to remoTe the prejudioe., to facilitate the
affections, to enlighten the understanding, and to
promote the happiness of all our fellOW citi.ens.
HaTing united under these prinoiples, we
adopt the follOWing roles and regulations for transactins the benefits of the institution.
Article I.

!he Society shall be co-exteDBive

With the state but for the conveniency of the members.
there shall be a separate meeting of the group in the
oi ty of Philadelphia, and one in eaoh county, whioh shall
ohoose to adopt this oonstitution.

A member admitted

in the City, or in any county, shall of course be a
member of the society at large, and may attend 'any of
the meetings whereTer held.
Article II.

A meeting of the &,ociety shall be

,.
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held in the city of Philadelphia on the first
Thursday

o~

every month, and in the respective

counties as often and at such times a8 they shall
by their own rules determine:

But the president

of each respective society may convene the member
on any special occasion.
Article III.

The election of new members

and of officers of the society shall be by ballot
and by a majority of votes of the members present
at each respective meeting.

But no new member shall

be voted for at the same meeting at which he is
proposed.

The names of any members proposing &n7

candidates for admiasion shall be entered into a
book kept for that purpose.

Every member on hi.

admiSSion shall subscribe to this constitution and
pay the sum cf a half a dollar to the treasurer for
the use

o~

the society.

Article IV.

The Officers of the Society
1
2
2
1

President
Vioe-Presidents
Secretaries
Treasurer

Corresponding committee of five
Article V.

Interests of corresponding commdttee--

with other societies.
Article VI. Duties of treasurer--keep monies.

Kentucky Gazette
October 1793
Lexington, Aug. 31, 1793
At a meeting of the Democratic Society at the
state House in Lexington on Wednesday the 28th day of
August 1793.
This Society proceeded to the election of
offices when a majority of votes were in favor of:
John Breckinridge, Chairman
John Bradford and Robert Todd, Vice Chairman
Thoms Todd and Thomas Bodley, Clerks
Alexander M'Gregor, Treasurer
Wm. Mnrray, Jas. Hughes, Jas. Brown, Jas. Moore,
and Robert Todd, a comndttee of correspondence.
Ordered.

That the corresponding committee be

directed to write a ciroular letter to the citizens of
this state e:xplanatory of the principles and objeots of
this sooiety.
Extract from the minutes.
TholI8s Todd )
Thomas Bodley)

C. D.

s.

To the Citizens of Kentucl1
"The Democratic SOCiety of Kentucky," are now
organized and have committed to us the oharge of develop-
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ing to you their principles and objects.
They are filled wit h the sentiment that a
Democracy representation is the best made of gOYernment, which the wisdom of man hath devised and that
all just power can be dari ved only from the people
of consequence the people have the exclusive right
of framing and al tering their forms of goTernment
that in order to preserYe the

inestimable blessing

of Liberty, from the open attacks of avowed tyrant.,
or more infiduous, the much more destruotiye
machinations of ambitious and inprig:lng man, it
behoyes the people to watch over conducts of their
officers in every department of government.
Experienoe has Shawn, that, the hope of impunitl,
has tended to the encouragement of orimes in publio,
even more than in privat6 life.

!he man who virtue mal

not restrain from the breach of an important publio
trust, may be awed by the vigilant and pieroing eyes
of his fellow oit izens.

This, however, would be insuffi-

oient to preserve. pure and uncontaminated,the beat of
all possible governments.

We ought to be extremell

oautious in the ohoioe of men, who are to represent us
in the exeroise pOWers of go'Yernment.

Their publio

characters ought to be examined with strictness and
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attention, free from party or religious prejudices
and unaffected by their occupation, fortune or
connections.

The attempt to influence the vote of

freeman either by arts of promised

favor~

or b7 bare

calumniation, ought to be spurned at with contempt
and abhorrence.
These are, in the abstract, the principles
of the sooiety.

Their objeots are to disseminate

these principles, and to oonoiliate affectionate
sentiments towards eaoh other among their Democratio
fellow citilens.

That those objects may be effected,

they propose not onl7 to discuss the proceedings of
government, but to examine into the oonduot of its
officers in every department.

They will discuss and

examine with candor, but with the :firmness and freedom
beCOming oitizens, zealous for the liberties of their
oountr7_
The blotted page of history has reoorded the
fatal effects whioh the negleot of similar preoautions
has occasioned.

Had the oitizens of Athens been

attentive to the con4uot of their public men, the
pitiful strategem of Pifistratus would not have imposed
upon his country an odious tyr&nD.7.

To reoite ever7

similar event with Similar oonsequenoes would extend

"
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our letter beyond bounds Whioh we propose.

foo

numerous, indeed, are the instanoes, whioh in
former times, a like inattention presents for our
instruotion. What were then called Revolutions,
were only a ohange of tyrants; or if a momant of
freedom intervene d, - it was, as the transient beams
of the sun, between storms.

fo the present age has it

been reserved to witness Re101utions.

In Amerioa

we fought not shelter from'lhe oppression of one
tyrant

t

under the talons of another.

fhe Rights

of Jlan, the principles of a Governmen t forma d to
protect those rights, and to insure our fellow
Citizens. and our latent posterity, the blessings of
freedom and equality. were the objects of our politioal deliberations; glorious flama t

~ranoe

has sinoe oaught the

Long had her people 'been deprived of

the rights bestowed by their beneficent Creator.

At

length they have arisen in their strength. and like an
innundation, have, at once, _ept away their tyrants
and their Gothic Struotures.

~

sucoess and freedom

reward their merits.
~ellow

in

oitizens, we invite you to for.m. meetings

your several oounties. to join and to oorrespond With

the Democratio Scciety of Kentuoky.

fo this Societ.J.
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the members of meetings in any county of this
state, formed any

p~inciple8,

will have admission.

They declare the society co-extensive with thia
state.
These principles and regulations we have
been directed to announce to you; we doubt

no~

that impressed Wi th the justice and importance of
the whole principlef, you will give them your support.
Thus will you preserve the bleSsings of
freedom and merit the gratitude of posterit7.

"m. MIlrra7

)

ames Rughes)

James Brown )
James Moore )
Robert Todd )

Comudttee of Correspondence
for the Kentucky Democratic
Society

Found in Innes MBS - Kentucky state Historical
Societ~ - Frankfort
Resolutions of Nov. 11, 1793
Resolved:
That the free and undisturbed use of
the navigation of the Mississippe is the natural
Right of the inhabitants of the countries bordering
on the waters oommunicating with that river; end is
unalienable except with SOIL and that neither the
tyranny on one side nor acquiescence or weakness
can ever sanctifY the abuse of this right.
Resolved:
That the inhabitants of the western
country had a right to expect that the present federal
Government would before this time have taken effectual
measures to obtain from the King of Sp81n an acknowledgment of their undoubted right to the free navigation of the river Mlssissippe; that they ought as free
men highly interested in the event of that business to
have received information of the causeewhich have
hitherto delayed the negotiation and that it was the
dut~

of the Representatives of the people to have

called upon the Executive of the Federal Government for
the account of what had been done respecting it--
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Resolved:
That the inhabitants of the western
oountry have good oause to suspeot that the
applioations for the aaknowledgement of their just
and invaluable right. have been feeble and that
the attainment of it is not wished for by a part
of the United states-Resolved:
That under these oiroumstanoes it i.
the duty Whioh the inhabitants of the western oountry
owe to themselves and their posterity, to demand of
the Federal Gover.nment that they take suoh steps as
will immediately put them into the free enjoyment of
their just right; that to make this demand effeotual
they Should unite in an applioation for the purpose
and that to bring about oonoert in thia applioation
a proper oommunioation ought to be opened between the
different settlements of the western oountry-Resolved:
That a

oo~ttee

be appointed to prepare

an address to the inhabitants of the western oountr,y,
inviting them to a correspondenoe on this subjeot,
oalling on them to unite in their efforts on the
oooasion, exhorting them to saorifioe all oonsiderations

..

-----------------~-~~--
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to the attainment of the great objeot; ana.
reoommendlng lt to them to be prepared to surmount all obstaoles which

~

be thraw.n lnto

1 ts way el ther by amity; and an improper regard
to looal lnterests at home; or by the arm of
power and tyr8.IlD.7 abroad.
Resoly.d:
That they also prepare ln the

llBaD8

of

the lnhabitants of the western waters, a remonstranoe
to the Presldant and Congress of the Unlted Statea on
thls subject, stating ln bold, decent and determlne!
language proper to ba used by injured freemen, whan
they address the seryants of the people, that we
conslder the feeble attempts which have been made by
the exeoutive under the present government and the
total s11anca of Congress on this unlmportant subject,
8S

strong proofs that most ot our brethren In'the

aastern part of Amerioa, are totally regardless whether
this our just rlght 18 kept from us or not.
That we expect and demand from the government,
•

that thq take lmmediate and effectual steps to
prooura and seoure to us the enjoyment of that right;
that we apply to the and to be put lnto the enjoyment
through their interventlon.

Although we feel a
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oonviotion that we are strong enough to obtain
that right by foroe, yet an attaohment to the
Amerioan union; love to our brethren, respeot to
the government, and sinoere deSire of ,preserving
peaoe and haroony t have determined us to pursue
this mode of applioation through whioh we hope
speedily and effeotually to prooure it, ·on the
application of go'Yernmeut and that we shall not be
driven to use those means to effect it with whioh
we have been furnished by God and Nature.
Resolved:
That it will be proper to make an attempt
in a peaoeable manner to go with an Amerioan bottom
properly registered and oleared into the Bea through
the ohannel of the Mississippi; that we may either
prooure an immediate aoknowledgement of our right
from the Spaniards; or if they obstruot us in the
enjoyment of that right, that we may be able to la7
before the Federal Government suCh unequivocal proofs
of their having done so, that they will be oompelled
to say whether they will abandon or proteot the
inhabitants of the western oountry.
Whereas the oriminal. laws now in force in
the Commonwealth are in their operation sanguinary,

167

cruel and unjust, from the mnltitude of inferior
orimes whioh are oapitally punished, whereby m8n7
offenders are liable to be destroyed who might be
reformed and restored good members to sooiety; and
whereas the experience of all ages hath shown that
oruel and sanguinary laws defeat their own purpose,
by engaging the benevolence of mankind to without
prosecution to smother testimony, or to listen ta
it with bias; and by producing in many instances a
total dispensation and impunity under the names of
pardon and privilege of clergy; When, if the
punishment were only proportioned to the injury,
men would-feel it their inclination, as well as their
duty to see the laws observed and the power of diSpensation, so dangerous and

~hievou8,

which produces

crimes by holding up a hope of impunity, might be
totally abolished so that men would see their punishment ensuing as neoessarily as effeots follow the
causes.
Resolved:
That a committee be appointed to draft a
memorial to the general assembly requesting that a
radioal change may be made in our oriminal
erecting a system

~hereby

punishment

m~

00 de

by

be proportioned
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to orime and that suoh punishment be made analagous
as possible to the nature of the offenses" and that
the said memon a1. when drafted may be la.id before
the sooiety for their approbation.
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